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PREFACE 

This report comprises the results ofthe research I carried out on invitation ofthe National 
Construction Council in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. The research fits in the framework 
'Industrialisation of Tanzania' ofthe research group International Technological Development 
Sciences (ITDS) ofthe faculty Technology and Society. The research was executed from 
October 1993 to April1994. 
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• Mr Mamiro ofthe National Construction Council who helped me to find the right tracks in 
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• Mr Fred Tauber, rnanaging director of AD UCO International B.V. for his substantial 
advise and support; 

• Mr Vaandrager ofDHV Consultants for his suggestions and recommendations; 
• the three supervisors Ir. E.L.C. van Egmond (EUT), Prof.Dr.Ir. RAF. Smook (DUT) and 

Dr.Ir. L. Lemmens (EUT) fortheir patience and understanding; 
• my father for the use of his indispensable laptop computer; 
• and last but certainly not least my girlfriend Saskia who did a tremendous job by checking 

all draft reports and supported me a lot with her constructive criticism. 
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Executive Summary iii 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

An adequate and well-organised road netwerk is an important condition for industrialisation in 
the so-called developing countries. The road infrastructure increases the development in the 
rural areas, attracts more foreign investments etc. Industrialisation is in my opinion one of the 
most important contributors to the socio-economie development of a developing country 
(third world country). Development is in this context directed to reach prosperity and well
being for man all over this world. 
This thesis deals with the road system and the construction ofroads in Tanzania. Tanzania is 
one ofthe poerest countries in the world.But as aresult of Economie Recovery Programmes 
(1986- 1990) and Economie and Social Action Programmes (1990- present), Tanzania is 
witnessing eneauraging signals of recovery (a growth ofthe GDP of 4-5%). However, the 
poor condition of the road netwerk is a serieus eenstraint in this development. It hampers the 
road transport sector which is an important economical sector. It is estimated that 70% ofthe 
total dornestic goods are transported by road. 

The total road netwerklengthof Tanzania is 54,535 kilometres and consists ofpaths tracks, 
feeder roads, district roads and tronk and regional roads. The density of the road netwerk is 
5,8 km/km2, one ofthe lowest in the world. The roads in Tanzania are in a severely 
deteriorated state; 28% of the paved and 48% of the unpaved roads are in poor condition. The 
consequences of this condition of the road netwerk are: 
• The transport costs had become very high and access to the primary agricultural areas 

very difficult; 
• It became a serieus obstacle to the government's efforts in stimulating the economy; 
• The losses imposed on the economy through higher vehicle eperating costs alone in 1979 

were estimated at up to about one third of the countries export earnings; 
• 50 % of villages are not accessible during the rainy season; 
• Many paths and tracks are not passable throughout the year due to lack of drainage 

structures such as culverts and simpte timber bridges at stream crossings. 

One the reasens for the poor condition of the road netwerk is the poor performance of the 
road construction sector. 

/
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iv Executive Summary 

The problem dejinition ofthis thesis is: the development of Tanzania will be hindered without 
a good performance ofthe road construction sector. 

The aim of this research is to find the problems and constraints and the resulting 
recommendations in the road construction sector in order to develop a road construction 
sector which is capable to construct and maintain the roads in Tanzania at a self-sustainable 
and self-sufficient level. 

The research question is directly linked with the previous mentioned aim. 
11 what are the problems, constraints and opportunities of the national road construction 
sector in order to develop a road construction sector which is capable to construct and 
maintain the roads in Tanzania at a self-sustainable and self-sufficient level. 11 

To findan answer on the research question the road construction process was divided into 
three stages; the design stage, tendering stage and execution stage. F or the three stages the 
technology components (Orgaware: the actors, Infoware: the documents and facts, 
Humanware: manpower and Technoware: equipment and construction methods) are studied 
according to the 'Technology Atlas Project: An overview ofthe framework for technology for 
development' ( chapter 4). 

L The design stage (chapter 5) 
The input of the road design stage is the output of the foregoing road appraisal phase. In this 
phase the decisions are made whether a future road fulfils the policies and demands. In the 
design stage the type of road ( earth road, gravel road or bituminous road) and structure of the 
road are chosen. 

, The most important actors in the road design stage are the principal (govemmental 
; organisations), the consultant (govemmental organisations or private consultants) and 
) (foreign) donors. The performance of the responsible govemmental organisations - Ministry of 
\works (trunk roads), Regionat Engineers Office (regional roads) and the District Councils 
I 

:(district roads)- is hindered by a huge bureaucracy. This bureaucracy is the result of non-
; existence of job-descriptions, duplication of efforts and inefficient use of resources, poor 
· motivation and lack of career opportunities, poor financial performance and an embedded 
corruption. Only three private consultant companies in Tanzania are able to accept reasonable 
projects. However, also the three (large) consultants have big problems mainly caused by lack 
of skilied and experienced manpower which results in many design changes during the 
execution of a project and higher project costs. 
Especially the above mentioned problems results in an inappropriate choice of technology 
(type ofroad). 

,.,I'$C (l<fJI- S-b_f~ 
' IL The tentlering stage (chapter 6) 
) In this stageit becomes clear which contractor(s) is designated to execute the road project and 
\ what the total project costs are. Before this 'output' is 'produced' five steps have to be taken: 
( l. prequalification and invitation of capable contractors; 
\ 2. site visit with prequalified contractors to show the scope of work; 

3. based on the tender documents (bill of quantities, design drawings etc.) the prequalified 
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contractors are calculating the total projectsum they want to execute the project; 
4. the 'tender' where the contractors make their total projectsum pubtic to the other 

contractors and consultant and principal; 
5. designation of contractor( s) by the principal and consultant. 

V 

Bribing (and not the lowest project sum) bas been (and still is) an successful access for the 
contractors to receive a road construction contract. Besides lack of experienced contractors 
(and principallconsultant) in monitoring in the usage oflabour, matenals and plant to calculate 
certain unit rates this results (direct/indirect) in higher project costs. 

liL The execution stage (chapter 7) 
The material inputs for the execution stage are basically cement, quarry products and bitumen. '. , 1 

Although Tanzania bas its own cement factory and enough quarries ( or borrow pits), it bas not ) 1
"' pt' 

su:fficient natura! resources to futfit the demand ofthe road construction industry. Some ofthe \, 
natura! resources (oil for bitumen) are not available. To futfit the demand and to provide 
unavailable (natural) resources Tanzania is depending on imports. 
Foreign road construction companies are playing a major role in the road construction sector. 
Fifty percent of all road contracts are executed by foreign contractors. Only seven local 
contractors ofthe total of853 registered contractors in Tanzania are classified as substantial 
enough to take on reasonable road projects. The contractors are tormented by lack of skilied 
and experienced manpower. Other characteristics of manpower that make the execution more 
di:fficult are low productivities oflabourers, reluctance to exercise authority, reluctance to 
work alone, many cases of theft, cultural and religious problems, communallabour obligations 
and lack of transport of labourers. 
Other (f)actors (and tbeir problems) which are playing a major role in the execution of a road 
project are: principal and consultant (delays in payments of interim payment certificates), 
suppliers ( unreliable supply of matenals ), subcontractors ( call in of subcontractor in most 
cases too late) and local residents (lack of understanding). 
The available equipment in Tanzania is in a very poor condition. Lack ofmaintenance and lack? 

1
:.' / .. 

of available (foreign) spare parts are the main reasons for this. \ 
The construction of a road is divided into 5 activities: site clearance, earth works, spreading 
and laying, compaction and drainage. The importance of the activities depends on the type of 
road. It bas become apparent that the construction technologies (methods) ofthe several 
construction activities are in most cases high capita! intensive. 

Final Conclusion(s) (chapter 8) 

The major problems and constraints oftbe road construction sector in Tanzania are 
bureaucracy, corruption and lack of skilied and experienced manpower. This results, among 
others, in inappropriate choices of technology in tbe road construction process. 
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Recommendations (chapter 8) 
I tried to make the recommendations more feasible within the existing environment of 
bureaucracy and corruption in Tanzania. 
1. take more (design) parameters into consideration before choosing a right type ofroad; 
2. divide the contracts in pieces and offer them to different contractors of different 

classifications; 
3. use more appropriate techno logies. 

The advantages of the previous three recommendations are: 
• less use of high capital intensive construction methods => reduction offoreign currency 

problems; 
• more (local and smaller) contractors are able to execute projects => more practical 

experience which leads to more experienced manpower; 
• because more contractors of different kind of classifications are woricing together a 

technology transfer could take place; 
• less import of needed inputs and therefore less foreign capital needed; 
• more Iabour intensive methods => more employment => more experienced manpower; 
• less sensitive for corruption (the project sums for the divided contracts are less than the 

original (undivided) contract and therefore less interesting for people to make money by 
bribing); 

• lower project costs. 

The disadvantages are: 
• more difficult to organise and manage ( especially the co-ordination between the different 

contractors ); 
• less large (and especially foreign) contractors are eventually interested in the stripped off 

projects; 
• higher unit rates because of the lesser quantities. 
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1. ROADS IN GENERAL 

This chapter is an introduetion on the road construction sector. A briefdescription is given 
about the history of roads and the meaning and impacts of roads in general in developing 
countries. 

1.1 Bistory 

Already in the ancient history people used certain tracks, generally created by animals, through 
the dessert or jungle. The tracks were not more than parts in a terrain were the vegetation was 
levelled which indicated that this could be the shortest route from one point to another. 
The real construction of roads was especially developed by the Romans. The purpose of the 
roads, constructed in the period 300 BC.- 300 AD., was not only fortrade but mainly for the 
fast and easy movement oftroops. In the beginning the Roman roads were relatively small (3-
4 metres). Later, during the period ofthe flourishing trade, the roads were more than 7 metres 
width (see figure 1.1 ). The roads were heavy and durable metalled roads. 

~ 

Figure l.lalhlc 0/d Roman roads1: a) 0/d-Roman road in the granary ofTunisfrom Karthago to Tebessa, 

b) Via Appia: 300 BC. (according to Vitruvius), c) 0/d-Roman road along the river Rhine (Germany). 

1 Potma A.P., Weg- en Waterbouwkunde, Amsterdam, 1936. page 74 

1 
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After 476 AD., the period in which West-Roman Empire collapsed, the roads were in no time 
deteriorated, because there was no maintenance. Up to the eighteenth century there was no 
real development in the road construction. In the beginning of the eighteenth century the 
Frenchman Trésaguet developed the road construction in a scientific way. Based on this study 
the metalled roads were from that time constructed with a separate subbase or foundation. In 
the beginning ofthe nineteenth century under the supervision ofEmperor Napoleon I the 
construction of roads developed. Therefore Napoleon established a special ministry, 
Département des Ponts et Chaussées, which was responsible for the construction and 
development ofroads. Most ofthe roads in that time were gravelled, wood and brick roads. 
With the development ofthe steam, dieseland gasoline engine, in the period of 1860-1920, the 
demand for more and superior roads grew. Although the metalled roads and wooden roads 
were still very popular, the use of new technologies like asphalt and concrete were increasing. 
In this period the totallength of paved road increased tremendously because of the increase of 
heavy and intensive traffic. 

1.2 Definition of roads 

There are several definitions fora road: 
• A road is a levelled part of a terrain for the purpose of traffic on land2• 

• A road is an open way for pubtic passage, especially from one city, town or village to 
another3. 

In this thesis the definition of a road is a combination ofboth: 
A road is a levelled part of a terrain for the purpose of traffic on land (not guided by rails) 
which leads from one city, town or village to another. 

Traffic could be anything ranging from a pedestrian to a tandem truck trailer. In between are 
entities such as: head baskets, wheelbarrows, bicycles, burros, pedicarts, scooters, autos, 
buses, pickup trucks, tractors, single unit trucks, tractor trailers etc. 

Classification of roads can be done on bases of the users, purpose, type of pavement etc.: 

tbe users: 
• cattle, 
• pedestrians (footpaths/tracks), 
• bicycles (bike-ways/tracks), 
• motorcycles , 
• passengers cars, 
• trucks, 
• etc. 

Within this classification also the intensity, for passengers cars and trucks, and weight, 

2 Vereniging voor bituminueze werken, Asfalt in wegen- en waterbouw, Breukelen, 1985. 

3 Webster's Dictionary 
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especially the axle loads for trucks, are important classification criteria. 

the purpose: 
Dependent on the purpose of the road: opening up of an area, fast connections between urban 
areas or to make urban traflic easier you can classify: 
• trunk roads; these roads constitutes the main connections within a country, 
• regionat roads; these roads constitutes important connections within a region, 
• district roads; these roads constitutes important connections within a district, 

the type of matenals used: 
It i~ also possible to classify the roads based on the use of matenals for the pavement. In this 
case roads can be broadly classified into five types; asphalt roads, concrete roads, stabilised 
roads, gravel roads and earth roads. In the chapters 7 and 10 the asphalt, gravel and earth 
roads will be elaborated because these are matenals which are most applied in Tanzania. 

1.3 Relation between roads and socio-economie development 

An adequate and well-organised infrastructure is an important condition for industrialisation in 
the so-called developing countries (or third world countries). Infrastructure refers to public 
services such as education, communication, administration, road systems, railways, 
waterways, water supplies and public health. The presence of a certain infrastructure increases 
the development in the rural areas, attracts more foreign investments etc. Industrialisation is in 
my opinion one of the most important contributors to the socio-economie development of a 
developing country. Development is in this context directed to reach prosperity and well-being 
for man all over this world. 

The construction or impravement of the roads is regarcled as one of the most effective ways of 
economie development of a country. To determine the relation between roads and social 
economie development it is important to know the exact functions of a road. 

The functions of a road may be classified in three categories4: 

1. Long distance transport. This is essentially the transport of goods between zones with 
complementary economies, between zones of production or export and zones of 
consumption or import; 

2. Collection and distribution. This is the extension of the foregoing, which allows direct 
contact between the producing and consuming populations and a means of exchange 
between themselves and the rest of the world; 

3. Human and social communications. As a souree of effective cultural, social and political 
exchange, this is one of the main driving forces in development, not only because of the 
well-being which it brings to the populations, but because of the realisation of new needs 
and means of satisfying them 

4 UNESCO, low cost roads, London, 1967 

3 
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A tronk road essentially fulfils the first function, a regionat road or rural road fulfils all three 
and the district roads and/or tracks fulfil the last two functions. 

Road transport in developing countries is an important sector of economie activity and 
investment, and functions as a catalyst to the overall relatively more important social 
development process5• The role of road transport is relatively more important in most 
developing countries than in developed countries because oflimitations in other sectors of 
their national transport systems. Most developing countries have agriculturally based 
economies and therefore plays road transport an important role in agricultural production. 
Road transport is also important for providing access to health, education and agricultural 
extension services as well as the distribution of agricultural inputs such as fertilisers and 
pesticides. 

Effects of certain road works are classified in two categories: 
1. direct effects which are directly feit by the users; 
2. indirect effects which are the more or less remote consequence of the changes made in 

transport conditions. 

Evaluation ofthe above mentioned effects is the basisfora study ofroad economy. It is, 
however, almost impossible to express all the effects in monetary units (for example: social 
effects). The ideal approach is tolook to the economie effect ofroads on the national income. 

1.3.1 direct effects 

These effects the former users of a road which bas been improved by road construction works, 
or those who, before the road was built, travelled by some other means between the two 
extremities of the new road. The direct benefits consist of: 
• The reduction in transport costs as a result oflower vehicle operating costs (fuel 

consumption, lubricating oil consumption, vehicle maintenance, tyre consumption and 
vehicle depreciation), or a change in the means of transport. 

• The saving of time and increased comfort and convenience. 
• Accident reduction. 

The benefits of the red u eed transport costs are generally large since, in most developing 
countries, the initial transport conditions are frequently very bad, and therefore costly. 

1.3.2 indirect effects 

The indirect effects are related to the non-users of the specific road. In the fust place, 
producers and consumers benefit from the lower transport costs. As. a result that the quantities 

s World Bank (OECD), Road transport research: road monitoring for maintenance management Washington, 

1990.page 5-9 
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produced and consumed will increase, thus creates a growth ofthe economy. Further the 
impravement of roads eneaurages the development oftourism. The social and human effects 
which cannot be expressed in figures are numerous, such as the stimulus to the shift of 
populations, the impravement of sanitary and education etc. Construction of a new road, or 
even improved maintenance, can result in a complicated chain of events that is not well 
understood. Figure I.2 illustrates this complexity. In this figure construction is seen as teading 
to increase road u se (link I), which in turn provides greater access to health eentres and off
farm opportunities (link 3 and 4). Greater access should mean improved health (link 5), 
although this might depend on the increased availability of medical personnet Improved health 
also might affect off-farm employment (link 9). Several point about non-user or indirect 
impacts arise :from this figure: 
I. the connections between factors are complex, 
2. a factor may be influenced in several different ways, as is off-farm employment by 

construction maintenance, road use, and improved health. 
3. extemal or affecting factors, as the availability of medical personnel, influence the levels of 

different impacts, in conneetion with road construction and maintenance. 

3 
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In co me 

Fïgure 1.2 Hypothetica/ example ofre/ations between road construction and some non-user impact~ 

1.4 Conclusions 

• an extensive and wel/ maintained road networkis a very important condition (amongst 
other factors) for socio- economie development of a country. 

6 Dickey J.W., Milier L.H., Road project aooraisal for developing coyntries, Washington, 1984. page 130 
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2. THE TANZANIAN ROAD NETWORK 

In this chapter the Tanzanian road network and the condition ofthe road network are 
elaborated. 

2.1 The Tanzanian Road Network 

The total road networkof Tanzania is divided into four types ofroads- paths and tracks, 
feeder roads, district roads, and trunk and regional roads: 
• Paths and Tracks; usually unformed - 80% of the travel and transport requirements of the 

households takes place mainly by walking and using Intermediary Means of Transport 
(IMTs -carts/donkeyslbicycles etc.). 

• Feeder roads; usually earth surface- connecting village eentres to district/regionat roads. 
The major transport modes are watking/porterage and IMTs. Motorised transport is rare 
and in most cases limited to tractor-trailers, piek-ups and land-rovers during market days. 

• District roads; mostly earth surface - connecting divisionat eentres to district headquarters 
and in some cases served with some kind of scheduled bus service. 

• Trunk and Regional roads; usually all-weather surface - regional roads conneet district 
headquarters to the national trunk road network, and are usually served with scheduled 
bus service and for inter-district/regional erop movement 

The total network length in Tanzania (mainland) is 54,535 kilometres1• Both the trunk and 
regionat roads are 42% ofthe totat network. Table 2.1 shows the distribution ofthe roads by 
region. The remaining 58% ofthe total network are paths and tracks, feeder roads and district 
roads. The trunk road network is divided into nine principal corridors, and Dar es Salaam 
access. These corridors connects major urban areas, ports and border points, and areasof high 
agricultural output (see Annex IV). 

1 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 

1988.page 40-41 
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The total area of Tanzania is 945,087 km2, including 60,000 km2 intand water3, while the total 
length ofthe road networkis 54,535 km the density ofthe total networkin Tanzania per 100 
square kilometres is 5.8 km/km2 

• 

Table 2.2 shows the density for six other regionsin the world. The density ofthe road 
networkin Tanzania is higher than the average ofthe Afiican regions, but still underdeveloped 
compared with the other regions in the world. 

Region 
Eastem and Southem Afiica 
Western Afiica 
East Asia and the Pacific 
South Asia 
Europe, Middle East and North Afiica 
Latin America and the Caribbean 

Density (kmlkmZ) 
5.3 !')Ü 

4.8 
11.7 
32.9 
16.2 
11.8 

The highest density can be found in Barbados (3 88 km/km2), 

the lowest density in Mauritania (0. 7 km/km2). 

Table 2.2 Road network densities by World regions (1984)4 

The densities per Tanzanian region are given in table 2.1. There is no direct relation between 
the density of roads per square kilometre and the population, industrial and agricultural 
activities (see table 2.1 ). 

2.1.1 Population 

9 

The population density in Tanzania is 24,5 per km2s. There is nota clear relation between the 
road density and the population by region (see table 2.1). Regions with high population 
densities arealso intheneed of higher road densities. The condusion could be made that in 
some regions the road network is underdeveloped. The growth of the total population per year 
(see table 2.3) demands a growth ofthe infrastructure (like roads). 

Total Population: 
Growth: 

23.2 mil/ion (most recent census 1988) 
2.8% per year (between 1978-1988) 

Urban popu/ation is about 18% of the total popu/ation 
Table 2.3 Popu/ation ofTanzania6 

3 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 

1988.page 40-41 
4 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 
1988.page 7 

s Kliest T.J., Tanzania, Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen, Amsterdam. 1984 
6 Bureau of Statistics, Statistica! Abstract 1992. Dar es Salaam, February, 1994. 
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2.1.2 Industry 

It makes sense that industrial activities demands roads. Therefore regions with large industrial 
activities (measured by gross output) are intheneed of a well developed road network. Also 
here you can conclude that there is not a clear relation between the industrial activities and 
road densities (see table 2.4) in Tanzania. 

Region 

Kilimanjaro 
Kigoma 
Tanga 

Gross Intlustrial 
Output (T.shs.Million) 

7,435 
70 

11,912 

Popu/ation 

1,104,673 
856,770 

1,280,212 

Tahle 2.4 Gross Industria/ output, popu/ation and road density for three regions1 

2.1.3 Agriculture 

Density 
(kmlkm:lj 

0.26 
0.06 
0.11 

Agriculture is the dominant sector ofthe Tanzanian economy contributing about 54% ofGDP 
and 80% ofthe country's foreign exchange earnings8, the economical backbone ofTanzania. 
Total agricultural output in 1991 was 6.2 million tonnes9 including all product groups. Like 
population and industry also the agricultural sector does not influence the density ofroads (see 
table 2.1). 

2.1.4 Tourism 

Also tourism is an important souree offoreign exchange to the Tanzanian economy. The total 
ofoverseas tourists visiting Tanzania in 1991 was 187,00010; between 1987 and 1992 the 
annual increase averaged 9%11 • One ofthe major attractions for both resident and non-resident 
tourists are the national parks. In 1992 there were 358,31312 visits to the national parks, of 
which more than 50% were made by non-residents. Annex IV shows locations of major 
national parks and game reserves. 
The relationship between road access, and their conditions, to the number of visits to the 
national parks have not yet been determined. It is however significant that those parks with 
relatively good road access such as Serengeti, Ngorongoro, Kilimanjaro, Momela Game 

7 Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract 1992. Dar es Salaam, February, 1994. 
8.9·10•11 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads oroject. Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. 

page22 

12 Bureau ofStatistics, Statistical Abstract 1992, Dar es Salaam, February, 1994. 
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Lodge, Lake Manyara, Tarangire and Mikumi, together, account for about 98% of all taurist 
visits13• Parks with relatively poor road access, however, such as Selous, Ruaha and Katavi are 
receiving very low numbers of tourists. 

2.2 The condition of the road network 

The condition ofthe road networkin Tanzania is very poor camparing withother developing 
countries in the world. 

2.2.1 The condition of roads in developing countries 

The developing wortd's road construction boom during the 1960s and 1970s created an 
infrastructure that bas been crumbling in the 1980s and is collapsing in the 1990s14. Large road 
networks, build at great expense, have been inadequately maintained, used more heavily than 
expected and axle loads have aften exceeded the designed capacity of pavements. New paved 
roads, if inadequately maintained, deteriorate slowly and almast unnoticeable during the fi.rst 
half to two-thirds of their service life, depending on the traffic. After that period, which may 
last ten to fifteen years, the pavements deteriorate much more rapidly. Without timely 
maintenance they break apart. The result in many developing countries is a network of 
deteriorating roads. In the 85 countries to which the World Bank bas provided assistance for 
road development, 26% ofthe paved roads (some 270 000 km) and 32% ofunpaved main 
roads outside the urban areas are in a 'poor' condition and have already deteriorated to the 
point of needing reconstruction1s. Reconstruction costs are three to five times the costs of 
periadie preventive maintenance and strengthening. 
As roads become rougher, the costs of operating vehicles, and oftransporting goods, will rise. 
The neglect of maintenance continues, however, because it is the vehicle operators that pay 
these casts -and pass them on if they can. Road authorities are not directly affected by these 
casts, and they come under no direct pressure to improve road conditions. Consumers are 
aften slow to see the link between road conditions and the prices of goods and transport 
services. 
Few governments have given road maintenance a high priority intheir budgets because of 
absence of public pressure. New construction bas sharp political visibility, maintenance little 
glamour. Inadequate maintenance indeveloping countries bas various causes, but institutional 
faiture is the only explanation for its wide extent. 

13 Ministty ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam. June, 1993. page 23 
14 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 
1988.page 1 

IS Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 
1988. page 40-41 
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paved unpaved 

Region good fair poor good fair poor 

East/Southern Africa 42 32 26 42 30 28 
Western Africa S2 23 2S 20 36 44 
East Asia/Pacific 20 S9 21 41 34 2S 
SouthAsia 19 4S 36 6 39 ss 
Middle East/North Africa 41 3S 24 30 46 24 
Latin America 44 32 24 24 43 33 

Average 32 42 26 31 36 33 
United States 31 S1 12 
Tanzania 38 34 28 s 47 48 

Table 2.5 Condition ofmain roads by region (%)16 

2.2.2 The condition of roads in Tanzania and their consequences 

Like in other developing countries the condition ofthe Tanzanian road transport system 
reached in the 1980s such a level of deterioration that it became a serious obstacle to the 
government's efforts in stimulating the economy. Twenty eight percent ofthe main paved 
networkis in a poor condition and needs immediately upgrading17• The transport costs had 
become very high and access to the primary agricultural areas had become very difficult. The 
losses imposed on the economy through higher vehicle operating costs alone in 1979 were 
estimated at up toabout one third ofthe countries export earnings18. The poor state ofthe 
roads has an immense negative effect on the transport sector and thus on the economie 
recovery. Especially the trucks which are carrying goods are suffering from the poor road 
conditions. This results in high vehicle operating costs. The poor conditions of the road 
network indicates that there are serious problems within the road construction sector. 

Percentage oftotal dornestic goods transported by road 

Total freight movement by road of domestically transported goods in 1991 

International road transport in 1991 

GDP contribution ofTransport & Communications in 1992 

Share ofGDP of Transport & Communications in total GDP in 1992 

Table 2.6 The importance ofroad transport in Tanzanial9 

70% 

2600 mill.ton-km 

535 mill.ton-km 

49350 mill.Tsh. 

7.1% 

16 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 
1988. page 7 . 
17 Pouliquen L.Y., Road deterioration indeveloping countries: causes and remedies, World Bank, Washington, 
1988. page 40-41 
18 Mwaiselage AA, Development oflocal construction caoacity building worles through small scale 
contractors in Tanzania, Centre for Housing Studies/Ardhi Institute, DSM, 1993. 
19 Gnoth M.J., Road transport in Tanzania, M.Sc. thesis "International Technological Development Science", 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Eindhoven, May 1994. page 3 
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It can be generalised that about 50% of villages are not accessible during the rainy season. 
Many paths and tracks are not passable throughout the year due to lack of drainage structures 
such as culverts and simple timber bridges at stream crossings. Furthermore, the naturally 
occurring black catton and red coffee soils found in many districts render the surfaces of the 
paths, tracks and roads slippery when wet. 

Some reasans for the abominable state ofthe road networkin Tanzania are: 
• Inadequate resource allocation for both rehabilitation and maintenance; 
• Institutional bureaucracy invalving three ministries and a highly centralised roads 

administration system; 

13 

• Poor praeurement and control systems which made it difficult to increase force account 
productivity; 

• Policies that discouraged the use of private contractors for road works and maintenance. 

2.3 Conclusions 

• The density of the road networkof Tanzania (in kmlkm2) is one of the smallest in the 
Wor/d (5,8 km/km2),· 

• There is no c/ear re lation between the road densities in the regionsof Tanzania and the 
agricultura/ and industria/ activities or popu/ation in these region.; 

• The state of the road networkin Tanzania is one of the paorest in the wor/d (28% of the 
paved and 48% of the unpaved roads are in poor condition). 
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3. TECHNOLOGY CL/MATE 

Experience bas shown that similar transfonnation facilities in two countries do not always 
produce comparable results. The primary reason for this is the difference in the national 
technology climate1• The technology elimate can be described as the complete physical and 
social environment (setting) in where the social means and social demands, which influences 
the tenns ofreference of a transfonnation activity, appears (see tigure 3.1). 

PHYSICAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

Figure 3.1 The technology elimate 

TERMSOF 
REFERENCE 

SOCIAL SYSTEM 
ENVIRONMENT 

In this chapter the technology elimate of Tanzania is described. The technology elimate 
includes the physical (natural) environment, the social environment (Government policies), 
social means and social demands which influences the tenns of references and therefore the 
output. 

1 'The technology elimate of a country is the national setting in which technology based actlvities are carried 

out.' (Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN), An overview of the framewerk for 

technology for development, Bangalore, September 1988. page 63) 

15 
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3.1 Physical Environment 

The natura! environment plays also an important role in the execution of a road project. The 
characteristics of the natura! environment that are important for road construction are the 
rainy periods and the temperature. 

3.1.1 The rainy periods 

In Tanzania there is a clear separation between the dryspelland the rainfall periods. The rainy 
season starts in November and wilt take up to ApriJ/May. In the northem mountainous areas 
and along the cost- north of Dar es Salaam- there are two rainy periods. The first rainy 
period - the so-called short rains - covers the months November/December, while the second 
rainy period- the so-called long rains- is from March to May. For the programming of a road 
project it is important to keep these periods in mind. During rainfall it is for example 
impossible to pave asphalt. When asphalt is paved during heavy rain it works like a sponge. 
The open structure will be filled with water (before compaction) and impossible to compact. 
The result is an asphalt layer ofwhich the quality is very poor. Another problem ofthe 
execution during rainy periods is the accessibility of the project by heavy equipment. During 
the periods a lot ofroad are inaccessible for traffic and heavy traffic in particularly. 

3.1.2 The temperature 

The temperatures in Tanzania differs per season and per region (differences in attitudes). The 
'coldest' region is Mbeya with a mean maximum annual temperature of ± 23° C. The region 
with the highest mean maximum annual temperature is Dar es Salaam, ± 31 o C. The 
temperature can influence the Iabour productivity and can therefore differ for the several 
regionsin Tanzania. High temperatures during the days influences the stability of bitumen. 
Bitumen will get soft when affected by high temperatures. 

3.2 Social Environment 

This section comprises the governmental policies with regard to the road construction and 
road transport in Tanzania. Both subsectors are overlapping and are therefore described in the 
same chapter. 
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3.2.1 Policies 

Transport infrastructure in Tanzania had reached such a level of deterioration in the 1980s that 
it became a serious obstacle to the Government's efforts in reviving the economy2. 
Transportation costs had become very high and accessibility to the primary agricultural areas 
had become extremely difficult which is very disastrous because agriculture is the mainstay of 
the Tanzanian economy (54% ofthe GDP). Although there were several road rehabilitation 
projects (mainly financed by the International Development Agency) there were no real 
structural changes. From 1986 new policies were initiated supported by the IMF and the 
WorldBank. 

3.2.1.1 Economie Recovery Programme 

In 1986 a new Economie Recovery Programme was launched to reverse the economie decline. 
Key elements were: 
• increase agricultural output through appropriate price incentives, increase foreign 

exchange and budgetary resources to the sector and restroeture marketing channels for 
agricultural produce; 

• increase capacity utilisation in industry through the allocation of scarce foreign exchange 
to priority sectors and firms; 

• rehabilitate the country's physical infrastructure; 
• restore internal and extemal balances, through prudent fiscal, monetary and exchange rate 

management. 
These elements have led to a positive economie performance with GDP growing at between 4-
5% within two years3• The ERP, however, had to cope with serious structural constraints in 
reviving the Tanzanian economy. One of these constraints is the severely deteriorated road 
infrastructure. 

Since the mid-1970s until the late 1980s the Government had allocated only 10-13% ofits 
overall budget to the transport sector, with roads receiving only about 3-6%4 (10-20% in 
countries with far better maintained road networks) ofits total expenditure. Following the 
countries Kenya, Malawi and Zimbabwe which had by then managed to develop and maintain 
reasonabletransport systems, the National Transport Policy of Tanzania recommended in 
1987 to increase the transport allocations to 20-25% ofthe overall budget. 

2 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 1 

3 This seems very optimistic but aid still accounts for one third of the GDP, and half of the public expenditures 
are covered by aid. In meantime the income of a average family in Tanzania bas been halved since 1980. The 

Dutch government and the World Bank are now concluding that it is useless to inject the Tanzanian economy 
with help. Both are now realising that aid bas supported the poor govemmental economie policies. Tanzania is 

called a big white elephant (prestigious project in which a lot of money is involved and will collapse when the 
helpers leaves the country); Bossem W., Tanzania. een grote witte olifant uit: de Volkskrant, 30 juli 1994. 
4 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 1 
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3.2.1.2 National Transport Policy 

The National Transport Policy was only a draft report and bas never been transformed to a 
final report but the Ministry of Transport and Communications is still working according this 
policy. The objectives ofthe National Transport Policy are: 
• concentration of future efforts on rehabilitation and maintenance of the basic road 

network; 
• increase resource allocation to the transport sector, particularly for roads; 
• improve the utilisation of existing assets through improving the management and 

operations; 
• adjust the institutional structure consistent with effectively carrying out the required 

rehabilitation, maintenance and operations. 
The National Transport Policy was presented at the Transport Sector Donors' Conference in 
December 1987 in Arusha together with a conference document "Transport Sector Recovery 
Programme" which outlined the basic policy: institutional changes and rehabilitation 
requirements of the sector in order to re-establish the transport infrastructure and services to 
cater for the requirements ofthe economy. Under the Transport Sector Recovery Programme, 
several projects have been initialised. One of these programs is the Integrated Roads Project. 

3.2.1.3 The lntegrated Roads Project 

The Integrated Roads Project (IRP) was launched in 1991. The IRP strategy provides a 
comprehensive approach to integrating the implementation ofkey roads investments with 
major policy and institutional reforms, in order to better support Tanzania's economie 
recovery, by: 
• removing bottlenecks to the expansion of exports, farm production and business mobility 

through better road infrastructure and road transport services; 
• reducing road transportation costs for both freight and passengers; 
• increasing involvement of the private sector in road rehabilitation and maintenance tasks 

and road equipment management; 
• improving transport planning, budgeting and revenue collection procedures; and 
• strengthening Government institutions and private enterprises involved in the transport 

sector, through provision ofwell focused training, at all levels, to operate, maintain and 
manage road infrastructure and transport services. 

The estimated cost ofthe first phase amounts about US$850 million. Part ofthe costs (90%) 
is financed by 16 bilateral and international development agencies (donors). The pay back 
period is 80 years with 5% interest each year. The remaining 10% of the investment costs 
comes from the Government's development budget. The projected Economie Rate of Return 
ofthe IRP is 19%-24%s. The annualised benefits as proportion ofGDP is >3%4. 

s Gaviria J., Lundebeye S., Riverson J., Road oolicy reform in Africa, World Bank and The Economie 

Commission for Africa Sub-Saharan Africa Transport Program, Marrakech, September 1991. page 18 
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The IRP targets with regard to the road conditions are6: 

• by mid-1996 
• 70% of the tronk roads in good condition; 
• 50% of the regional roads in good condition in the 11 core regions serving important 
agricultural production districts; 

• by the year 2000 
• 80% ofthe paved tronk road network ofabout 5,290 kilometres in good condition; 
• 50% ofthe unpaved tronk road network ofabout 5,500 kilometres; 
• 50% ofregional roads (including about 3,000 kilometres of essential district and feeder 
roads) in good condition in all20 regions. 

Figure 3.2 shows the budget allocation and tigure 3.3 aJb shows the proportions of the 
Financial Year (FY)1991/92 and FY1992/93 ofthe recurrent development budget assigned to 
the transport sector and to other sectors. There are large differences between the budget and 
the recurrent allocations. 

SECTOR 1991192 1992193 
A. ECONOMIC SERVICES 

I. Energy 2.27 4.61 
2. Water 6.16 4.27 
3. Lands 3.06 3.22 
4.Transport 25.06 38.52 
5. Works (excl.roads) 9.70 2.71 
6. Posts and Telecommunications 1.29 2.56 
7. Meteorology 0.15 0.10 
8. Trade 0.29 0.04 

SubTotal 47.98 56.03 
B. PRODUCTIVE SECTOR 

9. Agriculture and Livestock 7.20 5.09 
10. Natura} Resources and Tourism 2.29 3.33 
11. Minerats 1.13 0.49 
12. Industries 5.02 2.69 

SubTotal 15.64 11.60 
C. SOCIAL SERVICES 

13114. Housing, Infonnation NA 0.67 
15. Community develop, and social welfare 1.17 1.17 
16. Health 6.01 6.37 
17. Education 10.13 8.46 
18. Culture and Sports NA 0.21 
19. Research and DeveloPillent 7.27 5.28 

SubTotal 24.58 22.16 
D. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION SubTotal 11.80 10.21 

TOTALS 100.00 100.00 

Tahle 3.2 Development budgets allocations by sector for FY1991192 and FY1992193 (Percent)1 

19 

6 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam. June, 1993. page 1-16 
7 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam. June, 1993. page 3 
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Others 
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Figure 3.3a Total recu"ent budget a/locations to sector for FYJ9911928 
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Social Welfare 
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Figure 3.3b Total recu"ent budget allocations to sector for FY19921939 

Figure 3. 4 illustrates that total pubtic expenditure, in percentages of the total budget, on roads 
is increasing from the period 89/90-92/93. The budget allocations to roads are at the expense 
of ports. However, a well developed infrastructure in the hinterland can increase the port 
activities. 

8 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project, Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 4 

9 Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project, Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 4 
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87/88 88189 89/90 90/91 91192 92/93 

I• Roads 11 Ports • Others I 
Figure 3.4 Percentage allocation of funds totransport subsector (87193) 10 

The increases allocation of money to the transport sector may not necessary imply that 
stagnation in the growth ofother sectors ofthe economy. Road infrastructure bas very 
significant effects on productive investments in other sectors. Access to transport bas also an 
important non-economie role of facilitating political, social and government administration to 
increase unity ofthe country, as wellas the provision ofsocial services. For example: 
• Agriculture is an important economie activity in termsof contribution to GDP {54%) and 

take place on 42% ofland area. A reliable and efficient road network, enabling timely 
provision of inputs to the hinterland and evacuation of crops to processing and export 
een tres; 

21 

• The current positive trend towards increased private participation in the provision of 
transport services bas created conditions for the Government to provide a relatively higher 
budget for impravement of infrastructure than for providing transport services. This role is 
fulfilled by the private sector, 

• 1t is estimated that 70% of freight movement is carried out by road transport. About 11% 
of goods handled in the country is transit cargo, a large part ofwhich is transported to 
neighbouring countries by road; 

• About 82%11 ofthe population live in rural areas, the location ofreliable social services is 
usually at distant places in district and regional centres. Adequate transport infrastructure 
and services to and within rural areas are needed to facilitate such movement Apart from 
socio-cultural and financial factors, the shortage of supply of transport means in rural areas 
is largely explained by poor access. Examples shows the problems in the rural areas: 

• From some villages the nearest bus stop is up to 80 km away; 
• About half of the rural villages are not accessible during rain; 
• At the village level75% of transport is supplied by women, and is almost 

entirely done by head loading. 
• The increased economie activities which are the result ofthe implementation ofthe 

IO Ministry ofWorks, Presentation ofthe second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 7 
11 Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract 1992, Dar es Salaam, Febnwy, 1994. 
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Economie Recovery Program bas provided an added need to improve the infrastructure 
enable the transport sector to cope with expanding activities. 

3.2.2 The impact of road investments on the ERP 

Because of the short period after the implementation of the ongoing transport sector 
restructuring and rehabilitation projects, there is no real data about its impact in supporting the 
ERP. Agricultural production is improved, but this is due toa combined effect of better 
rainfall pattems, and the opening up of commercial opportunities to the private sector, than to 
improvement in road conditions alone. In fact prices in food deficit areas still rise to double 
their normallevels during the rainy periods when the road conditions were in bad condition. 
However, general improvement in transport sector conditions eliminated the pre-1987 severe 
erop stockpiles rotting in overflowing go-downs, by the short time taken to clear and deliver 
imports and exports, as well as the improving freight and passenger services to the regions. 
The travel time bas been reduced by around 50% along many ofthe rehabilitated roads. Table 
3.5 illustrates the rapid increase oftraffic after the rehabilitation ofpaved roads. 

Length Traffic Actual Increase 
Road Section (Km) Projection Traffic in (%) 

lf_or 1992 1992 
PA VED TRUNK- IMPROVED 
Morogoro-Mikumi (Tanzam) 123 430 833 94 
Chalinze-Segera (North-East) 172 323 633 96 
PAVEDTRUNK-UNmMPROVED 
Arusha-Moshi (North East) 81 1S07 1497 -
Iringa-Mafinga (Tanzam) 68 480 467 -
UNPA VED TRUNK -UNmMPROVED 
Singida-Manyoni (Centra!) 11S 104 136 31 
Shinyanga-Tinde (Centra!) 36 114 169 48 
Itiga-Rungwa (Mid West) 19S 19 17 -
Tabora-Ipole (Mid West) 90 118 103 -
REGIONAL- IMPROVED 
Kanawa-Kalitu (Shinyanga) 34 13 46 3S4 

Kwa-Sadala Mbweera (Kilimanjaro) 12 71 334 470 
REGIONAL- UNmMPROVED 
Ibungu-Luwisi (Mbeya) ss 9 10 11 
Kigonsera-Matiri (Ruvuma) 30 17 17 -

' Table 3.5 Sample traffic counts and growth statisticsl2 

It seems that the road improvement feasibility studies carried out had grossly underestimated 
the jump in traffic volumes due to road rehabilitation. 

12 Ministry of Works, Presentation of the second integrated roads project. Dar es Salaam, June, 1993. page 10 
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3.3 Social demand and social means 

As already is mentioned in the previous chapters the demand for good maintained roads is 
high. Table 3.5 in the previous sections illustrates this demand for roads. After rehabilitation of 
existing roads the traffic volumes increases tremendously. The World Bank and other donor 
agencies took notice ofthis demand and supported Tanzania with the Integrated Roads 
Project as is already mentioned in the previous section. Not only short term money 
programmes but also long term education programmes are already started. With the 
implementation ofthe Integrated Roads Project Tanzania tried to futfit the social demand 
(better condition ofthe Tanzanian road network) and the improve the social means (more 
money available for long and short term support). 

3.4 Conclusions: 

• The road construction sector is very importantfor the development of Tanzania. 
Nevertheless the poor condition of the present road network is quite a hintiranee of the 
Economie Recovery Programme; 

• The effects of the Integrated Roads Projects are a/ready noticeable in the huge increase 
of traffic on improved roads. 
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4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter the problem definition is defined based on the conclusions of the previous 
chapters. The aim of the research and research question is ciarifled and lastly the methodology 
used to collect and process the necessary data to find an answer on the problem is explained. 

4.1 Problem Definition 

In the previous three chapters it became clear that: 
I. road infrastructure is very important for the socio-economie development of a country; 
2. the road infrastructure in Tanzania bas one a the smallest densities in the world and is In a 

very poor condition; 
3. the deteriorated state ofthe Tanzanian road networkis the result ofpoor performance of 

the road construction sector1• 

The problem definition is consequently: the development of Tanzania will be hindered without 
a good performance of the road construction sector 

4.2 The aim of this research 

The aim of this research is to find the problems and constraints and the resulting 
recommendations in the road construction sector in order to develop a road construction 
sector which is capable to construct and maintain the roads in Tanzania at a self-sustainable 
and self-sufficient level. 

1 The road construction sector is defined as: 'the complete set of actors (all private and pubtic institutions, 
organisations and companies) which is directly or indirectly linked with the control design, construction or 
maintenance ofthe Tanzanian road network'. 
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4.3 Research question 

The research question is directly linked with the previous mentioned aim. 
" what are the problems, constraints and opportunities of the national rood construction 
sector in order to develop a rood construction sector which is capable to construct and 
maintain the roads in Tanzania at a se/f-sustainable and self-sufficient level." 

4.4 Problem demarcation and methodology 

This thesis bas a descriptive character and includes a literature study and a casestudy. The 
collected information is obtained through field observations, four months of practical 
experience in a road construction project in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and a literature study of 
several documents about road construction in Tanzania. 

4.4.1 The CaseStudy 

During the period December 1993 - April 1994 I worked for the Dutch company ADUCO 
(Associated Dutch Contractors) International B.V. in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. ADUCO 
International B.V. is an element ofthe ADUCO Holding and is specialised in international civil 
projects. ADUCO International B.V. started their activities in Tanzania in 1991 with a 54 
kilometre gravel road around Dar es Salaam. ADUCO International B.V. executed the project 
in a joint venture with the local company CSI (Coastal Steel Industries) Construction. 

Uhuru road is a 5 kilometres (asphalt concrete) urban road through the heart ofthe capitalof 
Tanzania, Dar es Salaam. In the early days Uhuru road was an impressive and important road 
which leads from the airport to the centre of town. The former President Neyere used this 
road to drive from the airport to the Presidential State House. This indicates the importance of 
this road. The road crosses the heart of Dar es Salaam, the Kariakoo area. The roundabout in 
this area is the busiest in town. Near the roundabout are the largest bus station and market 
place of Dar es Salaam. During weekdays and Saturdays Kariakoo is overcrowded with small 
buses (dalia dalla's) an pedestrians. On the road itselfthere are many people selling clothes and 
mosquito-nets. 

The Uhuru road project, rehabilitation of an urban road, started in February 1994 and was 
planned to be complete after eight weeks. This was important because the raining season was 
expected to start in April. During this rainy period it is almost impossible to work. Especially 
the asphalt activities require dry weather. Unfortunately, because of several problems (these 
problems will be discussed in the following sections) the project was cancelled after 
approximately ten weeks. However, during the project I learned a lot about road construction 
in general and specific problems of road construction in Tanzania. 
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4.4.2 The structure 

This thesis is mainly focused on the execution stage of the road construction process. The 
road construction process can be divided into three stages: the design stage, the tender stage 
and the execution stage. All these three stages are described in these thesis. 
Figure 4.2 shows the structure ofthis thesis. 

Introduetion 

PART/ 

General design 
in Tanzania 

Design 
CaseStudy 

PARTIJ 

General tender 
in Tanzania 

Tender 
CaseStudy 

PARTJIJ 

Figure 4.2 Methodology: from filerature study and field practice to recommendations 

PART/V 

The parts l-ID ofthis report are separately systematised according to the 'Technology Atlas 
Project: An overview ofthe framework for technology for development12 (when possible). 
According to this report the conversion of natural resources into produced resources consists 
of a series of transformation units which may bedescribed in terms offour elements (see 
tigure 4.3). The inputs includes natural resources and intermediate goods. The outputs; 
intermediate goods and capital goods. Technology is the transformer and the core ofthe 
transformation activity (the road construction). The fourth element which may be called the 
national technology elimate and is the setting in which the transformation activity takes place 
(see previous chapters). 

2 Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN), An overview of the frarnework for 
technology for development, Bangalore, September 1988. 

27 
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ANY RESOURCES TRANSFORMATION ACTIVITY 

INPUTS OUTPUI'S 

TECHNOLOGY CLIMA: 

Figure 4.3 Elements involved in resources transformation 

4.4.2.1 Technology 

Technology is a broadly used concept and it is therefore necessary to explain the concept 
Technology as it is used in this thesis. 
In many literature technology is mixed up with technic. Therefore it is better to begin with the 
definition of technic. 

Technic is defined as the total means and procedures for the sake ofthe production and the 
marketing of existing goods and services, as well as the creation of new goods and services3. 

In many literature Techno/ogy is defined as the above mentioned definition of technic. 
But Technic becomes Techno/ogy when it is systemized, formalised and standardised, when it 
is generally accepted and especially when it is being applied4. 
Technology is considered as having four components5: 

• Orgaware; production arrangements and linkages embodied in institutions. It includes the 
frameworks required for the transformation operation, such as management practices, 
organisational arrangements etc.; 

• lnfoware; production facts and information embodied in documents. It includes all facts 
and figures required for the transformation operation, such as designs, accounts 
specifications, observations, relations etc.; 

• Technoware; production tools and facilities embodied in objects. It includes all physical 

3 Bertholet C.J.L., Tilburg van P. T., Technology for developing countries. Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 

Eindhoven, September 1990. 
4 Bertholet C.J.L., Tilburg van P.T., Technology for developing countries, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 

Eindhoven, September 1990 . 
.5 Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN), An overview of the framework for 

technology for development, Bangalore, September 1988. page 38139. 
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facilities necessary for the transformation operation, such as instruments, equipment, 
machinery, devices, structures and factories.; 
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• Humanware; production skilis and experiences embodied in persons. 1t includes all 
acquired abilities necessary for the transformation operation, such as expertise, manpower, 
skilis etc. 

No transformation can take place in the complete absence ofany of these components. All 
these components are interrelated and required simultaneously (see tigure 4.4). The 
simultaneity requirement can be explained as follows: 
• Technoware is the core of any transformation. It is developed, installed and operated by 

Humanware; 
• Humanware is the key element of any Transformation operation and it is in turn guided by 

Info ware; 
• Infoware is generated and also utilised by Humanware for decision-making and operation 

of Technoware; 
• Orgaware acquires and controts Infoware, Humanware and Technoware to effect the 

transformation operation. 

Figure 4.4 The interacting components oftechnologJP 

6 Economie and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN), An overview of the frarnework for 

technology for developrnenl Bangalore, September 1988. 
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5. THE ROAD DESIGN STAGE 

The road design stage is the first stage of the road construction process that will be described. 
In this stage the choices about the alignment, the location, the type of road and construction 
methods and techniques are made. The alignment and location are out of the context of this 
research and therefore not described in this research. This chapter outlines the several 
technology components (Techno-, Human-, Orga- and Infoware (the output)) which are 
influencing the road design. 
Also the inputs of this stage are described. 

5.1 The inputs: the appraisal phase 

31 

For some projects there is a foregoing appraisal phase. Unfortunately, this is not always the 
case. The output ofthis appraisal phase is the input ofthe design stage. To give an indication 
what the appraisal phase includes a small introduetion is given. Road project appraisals can 
have different meanings and concerns depending on the situation under investigation and the 
people involved. Furthermore, the general nature of such appraisals tend to change over time. 
Fifteen years ago, road project appraisal in developing countries was concemed almost 
entirely with the economics of the benefits and costs to the potential users. Although this 
emphasis still predominates, the number of factors being taken into account is much greater. 
Answers to the question of whether a road should be built may depend on such diverse factors 
as the environment impact of slash-and-bum farmers or the flow of drug traffic1• The appraisal 
process can take many different forms. Figure 5.1 shows a general version ofthe road project 
appraisal process. The metbod will not be explained in this research because it is too extensive 
and not of significanee for the research question. The actors are the govemment institutions 
from town level to national leve~ donors, consultants, civilians etc. 

1 Dickey J.W., Milier L.H., Road project appraisal for developing countries, Washington, 1984. page 1-2 
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START 

Description ofthe overall situation 

Identification of problem, goals 
and objectives 

Development of alternatives 

Identification and analyses 
of impacts 

Forecasting of future impacts 

Analysis of implementation 
mechanics 

Evaluation 

END 

Figure 5.1 General version ofthe road project appraisal procesSl 

1. description of the overall situation 
This first step is important to discover whether the project fits into the overall development 
process of and plans for the country and the general transportation sector. 

2. identification of problems, goals and objectives 
Most projects are developed in response to a set of problems, as seen primarily by politica! 
leaders. The purpose of this step is to gather together these broad problem statements, set 
them in the context ofthe project area, identify the issues which these problems presentand 
determine the associated goals and specific objectives which the proposed project is intended 
to help achieve. 

3. development of alternatives 
In this step several choices have to be made in the location, design, construction, and 
maintenance of a road. Part of the purpose of an appraisal is to ensure that the better choices 
are considered. In chapter ten (the design stage) some considerations of these choices are 
described. 

2 Dickey J.W., Milier L.H., Road project appraisal for developing countries, Washington, 1984. page 4 
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4. identification and analysis of impacts 
F or those alternatives selected, an identification and analysis of impacts should be made. Most 
impacts cao be divided into economie, social, man-built and natural environment, and political 
concerns etc. 

5. forecasting of future impacts 
Not only the present but also the future impacts should be analysed. 

6. analyses of implementation mechanisms 
A major part of any appraisal concerns the procedures by which implementation is to be 
undertaken. No project alternative, no matter how beneficia! in economie terms, wi11 turn out 
well if the organisations, policies and financing are not available to bring it to completion. 

7. evaluation 
The final step in the appraisal phase is the evaluation of the future impacts and implementation 
mechanisms compared with each alternative identified in step 3. 

Unfortunately most ofthe road projects does not includes any foregoing appraisal phase. Most 
of the answers are given in the design stage. 

5.2 The Technology Component: Orgaware 

In this section the organisations and institutions which could play a role in the road design 
stage are described. These actors are: 
1. the principal; 
2. the consultant; and 
3. the donor. 

5.2.1 The role of the principal 

The principal, in this case the government on national, regionat and on district level as well, 
cao play a major role in the design stage. It is important for the principal to control the costs 
of a project. In general, the principal needs to control the design to make sure that the project 
is going to fulfil the needs assessed in the planning andlor appraisal phase. 

There are three government agencies currently involved in road design in Tanzania (see tigure 
5.2). The Ministry, Regionat Administrations and District Councils. 
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Regional Roads District and Feeder Roads 

MLGCM 

Figure 5.2 Existing responsibilities for road design, construction and maintenance3 

5.2.1.1 Ministry ofWorks4 

The Ministry ofWorks is responsible for all trunk roads located in the administrative regions 
of Tanzania. Figure 5.3 shows the organisation chart ofthe Ministry ofWorks. 
Within the Ministry there are departments, divisions and sections. Departments are headed by 
a Commissioner or a Directer GeneraL The departments consists of divisions. Divisions is the 
next important leveland is headed by a Directer or ChiefEngineer. A division is composed of 
sections. 

3 Danish International Development Agency, Rural roads organisational management studv. Dar es Salaam, 

1988. page 1-3 

4 The name of this Ministxy changed a few times: - Ministxy of Works, - Ministxy of Communications and 

Works, Ministxy ofWorks, Communications and Transport, and most recently it is Ministxy ofWorks again. 
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Miniotcr ofWorb 

Principal Secretary 

Worb Jnopectorato 

Figure 5.3 Organisation chart Ministry ofWorks 

5.2.1.2 Regional Administrations 

Regional administrations have all design, planning, budgeting and execution responsibilities for 
regional roads. On regionallevel the Ministry ofWorks is represented by regional offices. The 
head of the regional office is the Regional Engineer. A Regional Engineer is based in each 
regional capita! who programs and supervises all works on regional works. The Regional 
Engineer is on secondment from the Ministry ofWorks, but is responsible to the regional 
administration, in the form ofthe Regional Development Director. There are 21 regions and 
therefore 21 regional engineers. The organisation of the regionat office is nearly the same as 
the organisation on nationallevel (see figure 5.3). 

5.2.1.3 District Councils 

District councils are responsible for all district roads. The District Engineer, who is normally 
employed under local government conditions of services, (although some are still Ministry of 
Works employees on secondment), bas teehoical responsibility for operations. He is directly 
responsible to the District Executive Director in all matters. District Engineers are usually not 
qualified professional engineers, but are normally technicians. Districts have full design, 
planning, budgetary and execution responsibilities for districts and unclassified feeder roads. 
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5.2.1.4 National Construction Council 

The National Construction Council (NCC) was established in 1979 to co-ordinate the 
activities in the Construction Industry. The primary objective is to promote the development 
of the construction industry through increased capacity and efficiency in a controlled cost 
environment. The council further carries out research, advisory and arbitration services, 
training and formulation of regulatory documents. The NCC established in 1993 a civil works 
department The main task of this department is to participate in the implementation of the 
Integrated Roads Project. 

5.2.1.5 Poor performance of Governmental institutions 

Within the Ministry, Regionat Administrations and District Councils the following problems 
are responsible for the poor performance ofthe authorities. Also the National Construction 
Council is facing the following problems. Although the NCC is established in 1979 Ut> to now 
they could not make any structural changes in the bureaueratic system of were they are a part 
of. 

N on-existence of j ob-descriptions 
The administrations suffers from a large bureaucracy like other governmental organisations in 
sodalistic countries. Many problems within the Ministry ofWorks are caused by the deficiency 
of written job descriptions, schedules of duties and responsibilitiess. Without this written 
information it is extremely difficult to carry out effective discipline of an organisation because 
no one knows exactly what their responsibilities are and therefore cannot held responsible in 
the case of non-performance. The delay in the processing of documentation suggests that 
some Ministry ofWorks officers are reluctant to make decisions which may in any way 
commit them6. 

Duplication of efforts and inefficient use of resources 
There is no co-ordination between the organisations involved in road operations. There is no 
pooling of equipment, spareparts etc. (at least officially). There is also no programming ofthe 
use of equipment to enable work on adjoining roads of different categones to be undertaken 
by the same equipment. 

Poor motivation and Jack of career opportunities 
The former problems; the fragmented organisational structure, the lack of clear supervision, 
the lack ofjob-descriptions and responsibilities and also the lack of a clear career path have 
lowered the morale ofthe professional road engineer. At the workshop held for regionat 
engineers at the Eastem and Southem Africa Management Institute (ESAMI), Arusha in 
September, 1988, the participants were overwhelmingly ofthe opinion that this was a major 

S Chambers M., The status of roads under IRP, Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 2 section three 

6 Chambers M., The status of roadworks under IRP, Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 2 section three 
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contributory factortopoor perfonnance7• 

Poor financial performance8 

The allocation of funds for road operations and the progress payments to contractors and 
consultants is poorly organised. If progress payments are delayed it will directly affects the 
cash flow, and in case of contractors, may also result in the work coming to a halt or at least 
slowing down. 

Corruption 
This factor is never mentioned in any report or workshop but is certainly a very important 
reason why Governmental Institutions are not well functioning. Reasans for corruption could 
be the low wages and the previous mentioned career opportunities. 

5.2.2 The consultant's role 
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The consultant is responsible for the design, cantrolling and advising of the contractors' 
activities. In 1992 there were 139 consultants active in the road rehabilitation program 
executed under IRP. Ten consultants were foreign. F orty percent of all the projects were joint 
ventures between foreign and local consultants. To develop the local road construction there is 
a reasanabie demand for professional consultants. To fulfil this demand the short tenn and 
long tenn professional development programmes sponsored by donors should also be made 
available to the local consultants which is in the current situation not the case. Another 
salution is to increase the joint ventures between foreign and local consultants to increase the 
technology transfer. 

The relation between the contractor and consultant is always tensed. Both want to get the best 
and can therefore be called a kind of game. It bas become apparent that the pre-design and 
design stage by the consultant is often of poor quality. This bas lead to many design changes 
during the execution of projects. The results are conflicts between the contractor and 
consultant about payments and acceptable work programmes. In many contracts a clause is 
inserted that unit rates are lowered when the total project costs exceeds the 115% (15% 
higher than the original contract). With all these unexpected design changes the total project 
costs are rising tremendously. The result is that the contractor receives less per unit and the 
principal exceeds bis budget. Some projects were cancelled because of the extra amount of 
work. 
A nice example is the Pugu-Chanika-Mbagala road in Dar es Salaam. This 42 km gravel road 
was almost finished. Only the road surface was lacking. Because of all the design changes 
during the execution ofthe workthere was no money available for the missing road surface. 

7 Danish International Development Agency, Rural roads organisational management study, Dar es Salaam, 

1988. page 1-4 

8 Chambers M., The status of roadworks under IRP: brief study. Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 7 

9 National Construction Council, Tenth annual reoort and accounts for the year ended June 30. 1992, Dar es 

Salaam. page 29-30 
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After two rainy periods the road is heavily damaged and large parts needs completely 
reconstruction of the base and subbase. 
Consultants are, despite the controlling function of the principal, in a very strategie position of 
being able to influence the project cost. The principal is in most cases not an experienced and 
skilied technician but more an experienced administrator10• The principal is therefore not 
capable enough to control the consultant. The result is that the total costs of a project can 
exceed the principal's budget. 

5.2.3 The role of the donors 

The role of the donors is especially important for the funding of road operations and for 
supporting the institutions which are involved. Most of the current rehabilitation projects are 
financed by foreign donors. In 1991 10.3% ofthe total technica! co-operation in Tanzania 
from donors was spend on the transport sector. 
Table 5.4a/b illustrates the importance of extemal financial assistance from the donor 
organisations. 
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Figure 5.4a/b The total amount of external assistance ofthe road subsector from FY87188-

FY92193 (in respectively mil/ion .T.Shs. and percent)ll. 

When a road project is funded by a donor it is not very rare that this particular donor wants to 
control the costs as well. In some cases the donor is, indirect, responsible for the design with 
re gard to the choice of consultant. This is not very rare when large amounts of money are 
involved. F or some donors it is their policy to choose a consultant from their own country 
(DANIDA, NORAD). 

10 Danish International Development Agency, Rural roads organisational management study, Dar es Salaam, 

1988.page 1-12 

11 Ministiy ofWorkStM.inistiy ofCommunications and Transport, Presentation ofthe second Integrated Roads 

Project (IRPID, Dar es Salaam, June 1993. page 15 
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5.3 Technology Component: Humaoware 

The actors mentioned in the previous section all suffer from the same problem: lack of skilied 
and experienced technicians. Figure 5.5 shows the totalenrolment of Tanzania in full civil 
technicians courses (FTC) at dornestic Teehoical Collages. This number is not sufficient. 
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Fïgure 5.5 The number ofciviltechnicians enro/mentfrom 1981182-199119212 

The number of skilied manpower from foreign countries is increasing because of the donor 
funded road projects were 'hard' currency is available to pay these expatriates. Although there 
are no exact figures about the number of expatriates working in Tanzania it has become 
apparent that the most expatriates have their origins in Kenya and South Africa. 

5.4 Technology Component: Technoware 

In this section the road structure, the design choice and different types of roads are described. 

5.4.1 Road structure 

In general a road structure consists of a sub-base (if required), a base (if required) and a 
surface layer. Figure 5.6 shows a typical cross-section of a road. The base and sub-base of a 
road are called the substructure of a road. The substructure is necessary when the natura! 
existing soil has not enough hearing capacity. The principal function of the base and sub-base 
is to distribute the stresses imposed by traffic. The strength depends on its moisture condition 
and its density. The type ofmaterials and design will be discussed in the next sections. 

12 Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract: 1991, Dar es Salaam, February 1993. page 199 

39 
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Figure 5.6 Typical cross-sec/ion of a paved road 

5.4.2 Design choice 
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There is an enormous range in design requirements between the simpte earth track and the 
multi-lane highway. In most developing countries many ofthe roads consist ofsimple tracks 
on which the main work done is the clearing of vegetation. In this case there is no structural 
design necessary, but there are principles of design which if followed, will produce a 
reasonable return for the smalt investment that these roads justify. The choice and thickness of 
pavements will be discussed for earth, gravel and bituminous roads. 
The choice of design depends in most cases on the current and future traffic intensities, weight 
( axle loads) and speed. Other design parameters are climate, strength of subsoit and non
technical aspects like costs etc. However, it became apparent that the designer is lead by other 
motives than the latter mentioned design parameters. Many roads were not constructed for the 
right purpose, or in other words for many projects not the appropriate technology was chosen. 
The concept of appropriate technology will be explained in section 5.6. 

5.4.2.1 Bases and sub-bases 

A guiding principle in pavement design is that their total thickness should be sufficient to 
reduce the stresses on the subgrade below the limit that the soil will accept repeatedly without 
excessive deformation deriving either from shear faiture or from compaction under traffic. It 
follows that on strong subgrade or natural soit a sub-base may not be necessary on very weak 
natural soils two or even more layers of sub-base may be needed. The general characteristics 
for base and sub-base are: 
• they should posses sufficient strength to sustain without faiture the imposed traffic 

stresses, and 
• they should be of uniform and consistent quality so that they can be spread and compacted 

without difficulty, to provide a road surface that will not be ruined by the compacting 
effects of traffic. 

The quality and strength of the subgrade can be measured by the California Bearing Ratio 
method. This is an empirical metbod and world-wide accepted as a reliable test. The advantage 
ofthe C.B.R test is that it can be done both in situ as in a laboratory. The density and the 
moisture content of the subgrade are important elements for the strength of the subgrade. A 
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stamp with a diameter of50,8 mm is pressed with a constant speed of 1,27 mm per minute in a 
sample with test materiaL The pressure, necessary to obtain a penetratien of2,54 mm, will be 
compared with a standard sample ofbroken stone. The ratio between both pressures is the 
C.B.R value (in percentages). 
For paved roads the depth ofthe total construction depends upon the quality ofthe subgrade 
as measured by the C.B.R value as I mentioned before. As a consequence of this there is a 
certain amount oftrade-offbetween pavement thickness and subgrade improvement. Figure 
5. 7 shows the relation between the pavement thickness, subgrade strength and the design axle 
load. Bitumineus prime 
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The cost of increasing the pavement thickness can be easily calculated or obtained from 
experience ofpavement costs. A typical relation is shown in figure 5.8. The cost ofimproving 
the subgrade strength is more complex and depends for a great deal on the type of material of 
which the subgrade is composed (see figure 5.9) 
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Figures 5.8 and 5.9 Pavement thickness and subgrade strength costfunctions14 .. · 

l3 UNESCO, Low cost roads: design. construction and maintenance, London, 1967. page 79 
14 Allal M., Edmonds G.A., Manual on the planning oflabour intensive road construction, Geneva, 1977. 
page39 
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The choice of surface material depends on the amount of money available and traffic 
characteristics. In the next sections the characteristics for three types of roads; earth roads, 
gravel roads and asphalt roads are explained. 

5.4.3 Earth roads 

The term 'earth roads' covers roads from mere penetration tracks to high-quality earth roads to 
some form of stabilised surface. Earth roads are generally used for transporting farm products 
tomarkets or provide access to remote villages. The Tanzanian road network still consistsof a 
large percentage of earth roads ( ±80% ). 
The expected maximum traffic for earth roads would he ofthe order of50 vehicles per day, 
depending on the type of vehicle. The traffic-bearing capacity of earth roads depends on the 
type of soil forming the road surface and on present moisture conditions. In all but arid-areas, 
the aim is to keep the road surface as dry as possible. When saturated with water, most soils 
are too weak to carry traffic and often the roads are closed during rainy season at least for 
periods after rain bas fallen. Therefore it is important to have a good drainage system. 
Most earth roads are very simpte of design. One of the major problems of earth roads is 
deformation under wheeled traffic, which generally produces longitudinal grooves. This 
tendency can he reduced by placing circular timbers of smalt diameter in the tyre tracks. 
The first stage of impravement from the earth track generally involves earthworks to provide 
or raise embankments in poorly drained areas and the construction of permanent bridges over 
the river crossings. Many soils can he compacted to form a stabie surface that will carry light 
traffic and even a limited number of heavy vehicles in dry weather. Soils of clay and silt rapidly 
lose strength when they become wet and are quite unsuitable as road surface in wet weather. 
In general, it will he necessary to improve the stability of the road surface either by mixing 
imported matenals with the in-situ soil ('mechanical stabilisation'), or by superimposing a layer 
of 15-20 cm of more stabie material (for example: cobblestones). Natural soils consisting 
mainly of gravel or coarse sand, with finer particles to fill voids and a smalt proportion of clay 
to function as a binder, may he compacted to form a strong road surface. These soils may he 
as-dug or mixtures from different sourees to provide a stabie material. In dry weather a high 
proportion of clay is desirabie to prevent the surface from becoming corrugated. In the wet 
weather the presence of clay is a disadvantage because it makes the surface slippery and prone 
to soften and to rut under traffic. Thus specifications for mechanical stabilisation usually 
reflect a oompromise between the ideal requirements for wet and dry weather. 

The most important requirements for earth roads are adequate maintenance and proper 
drainage. Although these earth roads are not usually designed as all-weather roads, the proper 
finishing ofthe surface and carefut placing and shaping of drainage channels can make all the 
difference between high and low maintenance costs. Where possible, roads should he located 
on the more sandy and granular soils in well-drained situations, avoiding waterlogged and 
low-lying areas prone to flooding. Where it is impossible to avoid such areas, low 
embankments must he built. The road surface must he sufficiently cambered to shed surface 
water quickly but no so steeply cambered as to eau se vehicles to slide off the road in wet 
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weather or to encourage erosion. 

5.4.4 Gravel roads 

Gravel roads are generally used for roads on which the traffic flow is not expected to be more 
than 200-300 vehicles per day. In Tanzania a significant percentage ofthe total road network 
are gravel roads. The idea of gravel roads is to construct a stabie road surface, base and 
subbase with gravel. Y ou can distinguish three types of gravel roads: 
• the dry-bound macadam road, 
• the wet-bound macadam road and, 
• the regular gravel road. 
In part m (the execution stage) the gravel roads are discussed more thoroughly. 

5.4.5 Bituminous roads 
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Bituminous roads are so-called flexible pavements. They are constructed for traffic flows of 
more than 300 vehicles per day. Bituminous surfacings comprise a wide range of matenals and 
treatments having in common that they are made from mineral aggregates bound together with 
bitumen or tar, the binders. There are two main types of treatment: 
I. surface application, in which the bituminous binder and the aggregate are applied 

separately to the road; surface dressing and penetration macadam. 
2. premixed materials, in which the binder and the aggregate are apportioned and mixed 

together in a mixing plant before being spread on the road. 
Bituminous roads are mainly used because they are flexible, durable and almost impenetrable 
for water and therefore also called all-weather roads. 
However, for bituminous it is still necessary to construct drainage ditches at both sides of the 
road. When water remains on the surface eventually it ~11 penetrate and damage the non
bituminous base or subbase. 

5.5 Road drainage 

It is already mentioned in the previous sections that drainage is a very important factor 
determining the performance of the road and when roads fait it is often because of problems 

5.5.1 Surface drainage 

Rain falling on road surfaces must be removed efficiently and quickly to the side drains. 
Collection of water on earth and gravel roads will cause weakening and may ultimately lead to 
the road becoming impassable to traffic. Water lying on road with permanent surfaces ( asphalt 
roads) is dangerous for road users and will usually lead to the formation ofpotholes. To 
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promate adequate drainage, surfaces are given a crossfan the value ofwhich is determined by 
the nature ofthe surface (see table 5.10) 

Tahle 5.10 Suitable crossfa/Is (in percentages) for road surfacesiS 

To reduce the distance of conveying the surface water the roads are crowned in the centre of 
the road. 

5.5.2 Drainage ditches 

Drainage ditches have two main functions: 
1. To provide a reasanabie capacity to accommodate surface run-off. 
2. To dispose ofthe collected water by infiltration into the soit, evaporation into the 
atmosphere and run-off to a natural drainage channel or into the surrounding ground. 
Drainage ditches should be shaped to minimise the danger for traftic. The slope of the sides of 
drainage ditches should generally not exceed 1 in 4 to minimise erosion. When the volume of 
run-offis large it is necessary to pave the slopes of the ditches. Matenals used for pavement of 
the slopes are grouted stones ( stone pitching), bitumen or concrete. Without any pavement 
material it is better to cover the slopes with grass to prevent erosion of the drainage ditch. 

5.5.3 Culverts 

In situations like road crossings smalt stream crossings or service roads to houses culvert are 
necessary. Culverts can be made from corrugated metal pipes, concrete or wood. The size of 
the culverts can range from 400- 1200 mm. 

1'5 UNESCO, Low cost roads: design, construction and maintenance, London, 1967. page 99 
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5.6 Appropriate tecbnology 

The widely used term 'appropriate technology' implies that there are alternative technologies. 
The need to pay attention to the appropriateness of technologies used in developing countries 
became clear when it was recognised that the technologies applied in industrialised countries 
are in many cases not suited to situations in developing countries. The main reason why the 
exploitation of modem technology bas been orientated towards the needs and benefits ofthe 
industrialised countries is the large world-wide fund of new scientific and technological 
knowledge16. So today it is more important to improve and increase the technological 
standards than to intensify a new basic research. Defining what constitutes an appropriate 
technology, and what constitutes an inappropriate technology, is highly cantroversial and 
ideologically loaded issue17, as the huge amount ofarticles on the subjects wi11 testify.In this 
section the most in common definitions of appropriate technology will be explained. 
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In most cases appropriate technology is defined as a certain mix of the resources Iabour or 
capita118• The idea is that because countries are usually short of capitaland foreign exchange, 
and have high unemployment, the relative prices oflabour and equipment should favour the 
use of technologies that are less capital-intensive19. It is argued that in countries with a 
shortage of capital and a surplus oflabour, there is an obligation to investigate the possibility 
of utilising more Iabour intensive techno logies. Thus the factor endowment, the relative 
proportion in which Iabour, capital, land, skilis and natural resources are available in the 
economy, is in most definitions the only determinant for appropriate technology (an opinion 
prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s). Another group is convineed that only the latest technology 
is the only choice for rapid economie growth20. They argue as follows:" The industrialised 
countries are rich; they use a modern, sophisticated, capitai-intensive technology; they must be 
rich because they use this particular technology". 

But a lot more factors are playing a role in the selection ofan appropriate technology21: 
• cultural pattems and national aspirations, 
• level of development, and level of industrialisation, 
• geographical situation, 

16 Maitra P.,Tisdell C., Technological change. development and environment: socio-economie perspectives, 
London, 1988. 
17 Jéquir N., Aooropriate Technology Directocy. Development Centre of the Organisation for Economie Co
operation and Development, Paris, 1979. 
18 Tinbergen J., Choice ofTechnology in lndustrial Planning. lndustrialisation and Productivity, Bulletin 

No.3, March 1960. 

Kotier P., Technological choice in underdeveloood economies, April1962. 
19 Allal M, Edmonds G.A., Bhalla A.S., Manual on the planning oflabour-intensive road construction, 
International Labour Organisation, Geneva, 1977. page 1-4 

20 Robinson A., Aooropriate technologies for Third World countries developmenl proceedings of a conference 
held by the International Economie Association at Teheran, 1979. page xll 
21 Bertholet C.,van Tilburg P.T., Technology for developing countries, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 
Eindhoven, September 1990. 
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• size of the mark ets, 
• stimulation of employment, 
• support of process of leaming-by-doing, 
• availability of technological capacity etc. 

For the implementation of appropriate technology some factors needs to be considered22: 
• the objectives of development, 
• availability and cost of resources, 
• the circumstances in which technology has to be applied, 
• target group. 

Selecting the appropriate technology is not an easy task. More often it is a multivariabel 
problem regarding a complex system with many interactive components. Because of this 
complexibility the so-called technology assessment is often reduced to a much simpter level. 
This is one of the reasons why most of the formerly mentioned factors are not considered. 
However with or without these methods it appears that the formulated and recognised basic 
needs do not correspond with the effective demand. Often the developed 'rich' countries 
determine the demand, and thus what is considered 'needed' and therefore appropriate. Other 
factors supporting this transfer of inappropriate technology are: 
• the fact that goods are produced based on maximum profit, 
• technologies for the production of basic goods may be secret or difficult to be obtained, 
• developing countries are not able to select the technology themselves. 

Appropriate technology can thus be defined as the technology which causes effects in 
correspondence with the motives for which the technology has been brought into action23. 

5.6.1 Appropriate technology in road construction 

Research on the implementation of appropriate technology in road construction is mainly done 
by the International Labour Organisation (ILO). The ILO launched in 1969 the World 
Employment Programme (WEP) to eradicate the unemployment in the developing countries. 
Therefore it is not very strange to notice that appropriate technology according to the ILO is 
based on Iabour intensive technologies. The problem is that most studies, mainly theoretica!, 
were based on the substitution of the equipment by labour24. The construction process was 
considered to be independent of the design whereas, in fact, the design is an active eenstraint 
upon it. Another misconception was that the responsibility of design was considered to 
coincide the responsibility ofconstruction. But most ofthe road construction workis carried 

22 Bertholet C.,van Tilburg P.T., Technology for developing countries, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 

Eindhoven, September 1990. 
23 Bertholet C.,van Tilburg P.T., Technology for developiilg countries, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 

Eindhoven, September 1990. 
24 Allal M, Edmonds G.A., Bhalla A.S., Manual on the planning oflabour-intensive road construction, 

International Labour Organisation, Geneva, 1977. page J-4 
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out by contractors, who are responsible for the construction and not for the design. The 
assumption that appropriate technology is based on Iabour intensive technologies is as I 
mentioned in the previous section very meagre. 
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Another view on appropriate technology in road construction or more in general civil 
engineering is that technologies can be more or less appropriate in terms of the mix of 
resources (Iabour, capital and natural resources) and the level of productivity25. Also this view 
does not cover the complete definition of appropriate technology, but is easier to apply than 
the implementation of appropriate technology based on a technology assessment. Not only the 
techniques to construct a road but the road itselfis a technology. 

The choice between capital and Iabour intensive road construction depends on the type of road 
or in other words the type of material needed. This mix of appropriate technologies wilt be 
discussed in this section. Road construction is in most cases not an extreme choice between 
purely capital or Iabour intensive construction. There is always a balance between the two 
construction methods (see tigure 5.11). 

Figure 5.11 The bolanee between capita/ and Iabour intensive road construction depends on the type of 

material needed for road construction 

5. 7 Technology Component: Infoware 

Documents are the output ofthis stage and the inputs ofthe following Tenderlog stage. These 
documents are the specifications, the bill of quantities and the design drawings. 

25 United Nations department of economie and social affairs, APPropriate technologies in civil engineering 

works indeveloping countries: an exoloratory aPPraisal ofthe state ofthe art New York, 1976. page 1 
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CaseStudy: Uhuru Road Project 

The Regionat Engineers Office ofDar es Salaam was responsible for the design and 
rehabilitation ofUhuru road. This means that there was no private consultant invited. 
One of the reasoos why the existing bituminous road was so terrible deteriorated was the 
missing drainage ditch. Therefore the Regionat Engineers Office decided to construct a new 
drainage ditch along one side ofthe road (see situation sketch). 

--
---

- -
.... 

The Uhuru road is one most the most overcrowded roads in Dar es Salaam. Also many heavy 
trucks are using this road. 
The drawings (2 vague drawings of A-4 format), specifications (none) and B.O.Q were very 
meagre and not accurate. 

The bill of quantities contained the following activities: 

Drainage Works 
Excavation and shape oflongitudinal 

drainage ditches. 
Stone pitching of ditch 
lnstallation of long. culverts 
Desilting of drainage structures 
Carriageway Worles 
Repair of pavement 
• patch potholes with premix 
• asphalt overlay on specified stretches (50 mm) 
Reconstruction of damaged stretches 
• scarify existing road base, water and compact 

to form a stabie subbase 
• provide granular basecourse (crusher run; 

0-40mm) of 150 mm compacted thickness) 

Qty Unit 

1261 ml 
340 m3 

21 lm 
27 no. 

690 m2 

3190 m2 

4420 m2 

665 ml 
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• prime the base with MC 1 4420 m2 
• provide asphalt concrete wearing course 

of 50 mm compacted thickness 4420 m2 
BusBays 
• construction of bus bays 10 no. 
Road Side Repair 
• reptacement of shoulder material of 

granular basecourse 280 m' 

5.8 Conclusions 

• The poor performance of the road construction sector starts in the design stage. The 
actors, and especially the Govemmental Jnstitutions are hindered in their operations due 
to /ack of experienced and skilied manpower, non-existence of job descriptions, 
duplication of efforts and inefficient use of resources, poor motivation and /ack of career 
opportuni ties, poor financia/performance and corruption. All these causes result in the 
choice of an inappropriate technology (design). 
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6. THE TENDERING STAGE 

After the completion ofthe specifications of a certain project it is necessary to find a 
contractor or contractors for the execution of the project. The inputs of this stage are the 
specifications, bill of quantities and design drawings of the design stage. 

The general tendering stage in Tanzania consists offive steps: 
I. prequalification and invitation; 
2. site visit; 
3. calculations by contractors; 
4. the 'tender'; 
5. de~ignation of contractor(s). 

The actors which are playing a role in this stage are the principal, the consultant and the 
contractor. The principal and the consultant are already discussed in the previous chapter. 
Contractors will be discussed in the third part (the execution stage) because they are playing a 
major role in that particular part. In this chapter the several steps and procedures are 
described. 
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Tender Steps 

1. Prequalification and Jnvitation 

2. Site Visit 

3. Calculations by Contractors 

4. The 'fender' 

5. Designation ofContractor(s) 
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Orgaware and Infoware 

( Principal & Consultan~---fiiiij-~--1 Contractor(s) ) 

1. prequalificatioo documentsl paymeul of documeots 

4. minutesof site visit meeting 

(--~-.-c-ipal-&-Co_nsul_tan---..~=========1;::2.-c-on_tra_c-tor(-s)-..) 
3. queslions w.r.t project 

------.....;;:'· minutesof pre bid meetings:::-----.. 

(Principal & Consultan~=========1 Contractor(s) ) 

6. questions w.r.t tender documents B.O.Q. 

7 offering of tender price and ~ bonds 

( Principal & Consul~---~----..C Contractor(s) } 

8. contract negotiations and signing 

(.-Prin-.-c-ipal_&_C_o_nsul_tan---..t===,====1---C-on-tr-ac_to_r(-s)-..) 

~ Documents Transfer ' Contract Negotiations and Signing 

, Tranfer of Money 

Figure 6.1 Tender steps, Orgaware and Infoware 

6.1 Prequalification and invitation 

Although there is an official classification list of contractors in most cases the principal and 
consultant (P&C) are do notmake any use ofthis classification index (see annex Ia/lb). 
Qualification criteria are the availability oftechnical staff and equipment. The prequalification 
is based on information provided by the contractors themselves. The contractors are also 
asked to give the P&C information about there previous executed projects. Based on this 
information the P&C can decide whether the contractor is qualilled to offer bis tender price 
(canjoin the tendering procedure) or not. This kind ofprequalification is not very reliable 
because there is no control with regard to the information provided by the contractors. 
The National Construction Council suggests the following additional requirements for 
prequalification 1: 

1 National Construction Council, Code of procedures for tendering for building and civil works, NCC 

publication, 1993. 
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Finance 
• Proof of ability to provide sufficient working capital to cover the first 3-4 months of the 

project operations. Up until the first progress payment bas been made. This proof should 
be by letter of intent from a bank offering credit or other approved institution. 

• Proofthat the necessary insurance's and honds (see for explanation the following sections) 
for the project can be raised as required. 

Commitments 
• Proofthat other commitments (creditors, equipment etc.) will nothinder implementation 

ofthe projector the continued execution ofthe work should a contract be awarded. This 
condition must be checked again at the time of bid evaluation. 

The honds and insurance's are necessary because most contractors get into trouble at some 
stage throughout their contract by not having sufficient working capital to keep the work 
going between progress payments and the situation then gets steadily worse as the time 
progresses. 

It is planned to introduce these new requirements in January 1995. 

At the other hand the Ministry of Finance suggests2 that a 'Direct Agreement Contract' (no 
tender procedure) may be awarded fora contract of up to US$500,000 or its equivalent in 
T.Shs. This appears to be a large sum of money to put out without having to go toa tender 
procedure. It is advisable to require at least three written quotations for all projects3• 

The tender invitation appears in daily newspapers. 

6.2 Site visit 

When contractors are invited to join the tender procedure and the contractor bought the 
tender documentation ofthe project (around $500) and paid the bid security bond they are 
invited to see the location (under supervision ofthe P&C) ofthe project. The contractor can 
ask questions and can make notes which could be of importance for the calculations. 

2 Millistry ofFinance, General regulations for the procurement of works. services and supplies contract under 

the Integrated Roads Project, Ministiy ofFinance publication. artiele 8 page 5 
3 Chambers M., The status of roadworks under IRP: brief study, Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 16 

section three, objective C 
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6.3 Calculation by contractors (Project Planning) 

The tender documents contain drawings, bill of quantities and specifications. Except price 
calculations the contractors must enclose some letters of guarantees4 ("bid bond" and 
"performance bond"). 
A "bid bond" is designed to ensure that the bidder, if awarded the tender, shall accept the 
award, then proceed with the negotiation of the contract and finally execute it. The amount of 
the "bid bond" is a fixed amount stated inthetender document, or a low percentage ofthe 
submitted bid (e.g.S%). 
A "performance bond" is an instrument used to substitute for the defaulted contractor by 
giving access to financial or technica! resources enabling the principal to bear the increased 
costs. The amount is expressed as a percentage of the contract price. This amount could be 
fixed, decreased with time (e.g. where partial completion by stages will take place) or 
increased with time (e.g. increased by inflation rate). In Tanzania the amount for the 
"performance bond" is excessive (45%). 

Calculations include estimates of quantities of materials, plant and Iabour to calculate the price 
of a project. It would include an estimate of durations of each activity and their relationship to 
each other. The contractors make their price calculations based on the design specifications 
and the Bill OfQuantities (B.O.Q.). In the design specifications (the tender documents) the 
requirements are described with regard to the project. The B.O.Q. is a list with quantities 
(necessary materials) grouped per activity. Unfortunately most ofthe smaller Tanzanian 
contractors have hardly any experience in roadworks and are largely building contractors5. 

Contractors appear to have little regard to measure any form of performance monitoring in the 
usage oflabour, materials and plant. This reflect in their inability to adequately produce unit 
rates for items ofwork teading to problems of cash flow and contracting on site. They have 
little idea of how to carry out roadworks and the costs involved. It became apparent that they 
need to be told what the costs were to prevent the situation of: 
• pricing too high and hence the Government (principal) would incur overexpenditure or 
• pricing too low which results contractors incurring losses which might lead them to 

bankruptcy or giving roadworks. 

For the contractor there are some special circumstances in Tanzania which have tobetaken 
into consideration when calculating the total contract sum6: 

4 A letter of guarantee is a written undertaking in favour of a beneficiary (the buyer/principal or its banleer 

acting on its bebalf) subscn"bed by a third party of prime rating (the guarantor: bank, insurance company etc.) 

either to pay or to deliver or to perform in case an applicant (the contractor/the supplier) defaults in meeting its 

commercial or technica! undertaking stemming from a primaJY obligation, the contract between the beneficiary 

and the applicant (Zurstrassen P., International Finance Management Universite Catholique de Louvain, 

February 1994. page BKGR 5132). 

s Andreski A, National Construction Council case study: development of schedule rates for piecework at 

Iringa Regionat Engineer's office. Iringa, 1993. page 1 
6 This information is obtained by conversations with several people (see annex 11) 
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• The tender documentation supplied to contractors could be considered to be onerous on 
the contractor. In particular, there are conditions in respect ofthe supply of high value 
bank guarantees (e.g. 15%) or performance honds (e.g. 45%), andretention (e.g. 10%). 
Some contractors return their documents unpriced due to these onerous conditions of 
contract; 

• When calculating capital intensive road projects around 85% of the project is required to 
be paid in foreign 'hard' currency. This is necessary for the use of expensive equipment 
(purchasing ofimported spare parts, depreciation, tyres, insurance and interest), eventually 
purchasing ofbitumen and explosives and wages ofexpatriates. The remaining 15% is 
necessary for the purchasing offuel and lubricants, wages oflocal employees, local 
construction matenals etc.; 

• An additional 10% for theft is not unnecessary. It bas become apparent that a lot of 
matenals and especially fuel and spare parts are attractive goods for thieves. It is therefore 
necessary to employ watchman during the day and night. But even then it is very difficult 
to prevent theft; 

• The rapid devaluation ofthe Tanzanian Shilling (see figure 6.2) results in large price-rises 
during the execution of long term road projects; 

• Bribing (parallel income-generation) is a general accepted activity in Tanzania. An extra 5-
10% (ofthe total contract sum) additional costs is most common in calculations by 
contractors; 

• Some conditions of contract insist that the successful tenderer must open an external 
account with the National Bank of Commerce for foreign currency transactions. 
Contractors perceive that the Bank is inexperienced and inefficient and include these 
effects within their tender price; 

• There could be a lot of problems with the cash flow of the project. This is in most cases 
caused by delays of interim payments. Consultants can have excessive time to recommend 
payment (e.g. 60 days). Also, the payment of interim certificates can range between 90-
120 days after the consultant has recommended payment. Also these effects bas to be 
included in the tender price. 

During this third step there are so-called pre bid meetings where the contractors can ask the 
P&C questions about the tenderlog documents. 
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Figure 6.2 Average exchange rates ofTanzanian Shillings to 1 US Dollar between 1976 and 1994'1 

6.4 The 'Tender' 

For the P&C and the participating contractors this is the most important and exciting moment. 
F or the contractors it is important to now whether they have the lowest tender price and the 
differences with the other contractors. For the contractors the following situations can occur: 
• the contractor is lowest in price and the difference with the second best is small (1-5%); 

there is a good chance the contractor can execute the project; 
• the contractor is lowest in price but the difference between the second best is larger than 

1 0%; there is a chance that the contractor made a mistake; 
• the contractor is not lowest in price; in Tanzania there is still a big chance the contractor 

receives the job, this depends on several factors like how sensitive is the P&C for bribing 
or other influential arguments (for example the performance of other contractors on 
former projects). 

For the P&C it is important to know whether their calculations were right. This is important 
for the allocation of funds. 
A specific problem at regionatlevel is the calculation of the expected costs for road 
construction8• Figure 6.3 shows the differences in costs ofperiodic maintenance works 
between the contractors tender and the Regionat Engineer's estimate. It shows that the prices 
submitted by contractors are considerably higher than the Engineers estimate. This wi11 give 
many problems with regard to the allocations of budgets for several road construction works9• 

7 Gnoth MJ., Road transport in Tanzania, M.Sc. Thesis 'International Technological Development Science', 
Eindhoven University ofTechnology, May 1994. page 18 

8 Chambers M., The status of roadworks under IRP: brief study, Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 5 

9 Andreski A., National Construction Council case study: development of schedule rates for piecework at 

Iringa Regional Engineer's office, Iringa, 1993. page 1 
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I• Contractors Tender D Engineer's Estimate I 
Figure 6.3 DiJlerences between Contractor's Tender and Engineer's Estimate for jive regionslO 

6.5 Designation of the contractor(s) 

The responsible project engineer decides based on the provided calculations by the contractors 
which contractor (or contractors in case of a joint venture) is the most successful tenderer. In 
most cases this is not the lowest bidder. Reasans for this could be the corruption, bureaucracy, 
experience oflowest bidder, alternative designs by other contractors etc. The decision can 
take weeks to sametimes more than a year. When the successful tenderer is chosen, the 
contract negotiations can start. Agreements about payments, insurance's, implementation and 
completion of the project etc. 

6.6 The informal circuit 

In the previous section (designation ofthe contractor) I mentioned the word 'corruption'. In 
Tanzania this is a very important problemll, not only in the construction sector but also in 
other sectors of the society. The parallel informal circuit in the tendering stage consists of 
financial 'support' ofthe responsible people ofthe Ministry. It is notproven but well known 
that contractors have to participate in this circuit to 'survive'. I am not claiming that the 
tendering procedure is a complete farce but it is definitely spoiled by this unethical behaviour. 

1° Chambers M, The status of roadworks under IRP: brief studv. Dar es Salaam, September 1992. page 16 

section three ob jeelive A 
11 The countries Sweden and Norway, which are very important donors for Tanzania (approximately lOo/o of 
the foreign aid per year), are intended to stop their financial support because of the corruption in Tanzania 
(article from: de Volkskrant, November 16, 1994). 
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CaseStudy: Uhuru Road Project 

ADUCO International was the only contractor invited for this project. According to the 
regional engineer, ADUCO International was invited because they did not have any project at 
that time. Thus ADUCO International could start within a short time. For this project only 
local currency was involved. The consequence is that it was impossible the insure the contract 
because the insurance company (NCM, Nederlandse Crediet Maatschappij/Dutch Credit 
Company) demands at least 85% foreign in currency. ADUCO International decided to accept 
the tender in a joint venture with the local company CSI Construction. 
The calculations were based on previous projects. The asphalt activities are the largest cost 
item. Approximately 25% of the total contractsurn were pure asphalt concrete material costs. 
Therefore it was important to plan the cash flow with regard to the asphalt activities. The total 
contract sum was 120,000,000 Tanzanian Shilling (approximately 450,000 Dutch Guilders). 

6.6 Conclusions 

• General road contracts are only accessible for contractors with large liquid assets; 
• Special circumstances in Tanzania like theft, devaluation of the local currency, high 

performance bond, bribing, delays of interim payment certificates cause a rise of the total 
project costs; 

• In most cases not the lowest bidder is rewarded with a contract but other conditions play 
a major role like bribing. 
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7. THE EXECUTION STAGE 

In this chapter the execution stage is described. The output of the previous tendering stage 
(the contract) constitutes the inputs ofthe execution stage. The transformation ofthe 
execution stage contains three elements: the inputs (natural resources and intennediate goods), 
the output (earth roads, gravel roads and bituminous roads) and the technology components 
{Technoware, Humanware, Infoware and Orgaware). Figure 7.1 shows the elements that will 
bedescribed in this chapter. At the end ofthis chapter the execution ofthe Uhuru Road 
Project is described. 

I TENDERING STAGE '•-~~:~ 

EXECUTION STAGE 

....... 
natura1 resomces 

intermediale goods 

Figure 7.1 Elements involved in resources transformation of execution stage 

7.1 The inputs: natoral resources and intennediate goods 

The key materials necessary for the construction of roads and drainage works1 are cement, 
quarry products ( stones, aggregates and sand) and bitumen. The choice of materials depends 
on the type of road. In this section the availability of the above mentioned materials and the 

1 Large civil construction like fly-overs, bridges, tunnels etc. are excluded in this thesis. 
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prices oftbese matenals in Tanzania are elaborated. Tbe material industry in Tanzania in 
general is not well developed in terms of technology and capacity. This is tbe reason tbat the 
supply of construction matenals from tbe local industries does not meet tbe demand. To 
supplement and complement tbe locally produced and available construction materials, 
importation for tbe same bas always been necessary despite tbe foreign currency allocation 
difficulties. 

7.1.1 Cement 

Cement in tbe road construction is used for tbe drainage structures (for instanee culvert pipes), 
road surface (concrete surface or cement stabilisation). Cement is for tbe construction industry 
tbe most important material input. Figure 7.2 illustrates tbat tbeir is a real sbortage of cement 
in tbe construction sector in general. Due to frequent low supply, cement bas for a long time 
been sold on ex-factory basis. This partly because of problems witb tbe availability of transport 
for botb inputs and tbe products. 
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Figure 7.2 The tota/ supp/y of cement (in '000 Tonnes) from 1980-19912 and the tota/ /oca/ demand of cement 

(in '000 Tonnes)from 1980-199]3 

2 Watugulu T.M, Construction Industrv Economie Statistles in Tanzania: 1976-1990. National Construction 

Council, Dar es Salaam, January 1992. page 29 

Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract: 1992, Dar es Salaam, February 1994. page 99 

3 National Construction Council, Research and developrnent issues in the construction industrv in Tanzania: 

seminar proceedings, Dar es Salaam, 18-19 August, 1992. page 7 
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Figure 7.3 The total supply of cement: divided into /ocal production, import and exports (in '000 tonnes) from 

1976-19914 

It is not infrequent that customers have been unable to transfer their orders for up to one year 
which leads to accumulation of pending orders. The result is the probable increase in costs 
because the orders that are ultimately collected will most likely have new prices due to price 
increases over that period. Figure 7.4 illustrates the increase ofthe cement prices. 
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Figure 7.4 The nomina/ andrea/cement prices (l'.Shs.) per tonfrom 1976-1990S 

The figure shows a kind ofprice stability in the period '76f79 and a rapid rise in prices of 
cement in the period '86f90. In the latter period there was an average annual growth rate of 
36.1% forthe nominal prices and 19.7% for the real prices (corrected for inflation). The 
cement industry is very capital intensive and therefore also forex 'intensive'. The forex intensity 
can be divided into the forex part necessary for machinery, equipment and spare parts. The 

4 Bureau ofStatistics, Statistica! Abstract: 1992, Dar es Salaam, Febrwuy 1994. page 141 

s National Construction Counci1, Research and development issues in the construction industry in Tanzania: 

seminar proceedings, Dar es Salaam, 18-19 August, 1992. page 4 
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other part of the forex intensity is necessary for the import of inputs. The most important input 
ofthe cement industry is oil. The cement industry in Tanzania consumes 150,000 litres ofoil 
per day. The price of oil is the big pusher ofthe cement price. 

7.1.2 Quarry products 

Quarry products are stones, aggregates and sand necessary for construction of gravel roads, 
substructure of a road, inputs for concrete and asphalt concrete etc. The supply of quarry 
material is not well organised in Tanzania. Contractors often must open their own quarries. In 
many partsof Tanzania known gravel sourees are more varied, more difficult to work and 
more widely spaeed than in much of Afiica6. In most districts new quarries are difficult to 
identify, sametimes being covered by overburdens oftwo to three metres. 
Gravel are stones of 0-60 mm in diameter. Geological surveys will be of assistance in locating 
stone deposits and indicating the type of rock likely to be available. It is clear to look for 
borrow pits near the site to reduce the hauling activities. Quarry operations requires skilied 
Iabour because ofthe blasting and drilling operations. After blasting with explosives or drilling 
with rock drills the rock can be crushed to sizes required for the road. Croshing can be done 
by hand or with a croshing plant. Croshing by hand requires an enormous Iabour output, but is 
possible for larger stones with simpte tools like hammers. A crusher plant requires sufHeient 
capital (depending on the size ofthe plant). A croshing plant also sorts out the different sizes 
automatically. 
For the Dar es Salaam region only the 1/2" and 1" aggregates and the 6"-12" stones sizes are 
available. The prices of the aggregates show like the cement prices a sharp upward trend in the 
period of'86-'90. The reason for this increase ofprice lies in the development of transport 
costs and prices of fuel. In addition to these factors, the price rise was the result of the fact 
that it was notallowed to use explosives toblast rocks in certain quarries of Dar es Salaam. 
As soon as this was announced, prices started to jump sharply. 

7 .1.3 Bitumen 

Although the proportion of bitumineus binder is very smalt compared with the mineral 
aggregates, it influences the quality and the behaviour of the bitumineus construction 
tremendously. 
Bitumen can be obtained by distillation of crude mineral oil in an oil refinery. There are also 
natural asphalts (natural bitumen) which have the same characteristics as those produced in the 
refineries. Another bitumineus binder, tar, is derived ftom the destructive distillation of coat. 
Bitumen has a dark-brown or black colour. Bitumen is a thermoplastic material: at high 
temperatures bitumen is a liquid, at low temperatures bitumen is hard and brittle. Bitumen is 
an insoluble substance and almost impenetrable for water. 

6 Danish International Development Organisation (DANIDA), Rural roads organisation and management 

studv. December 1988. page 3-4 
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Unfortunately are oil and natura! bitumen products which are not produced in Tanzania and 
must therefore be imported from foreign countries. 
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Bitumen are the basis material for asphalt concrete road surfaces and asphalt surface dressings. 
Bitumen made from oil are not available in Tanzania. Therefore the bitumen must be imported. 
Figure 7.5 shows the imports ofasphalt and natura! bitumen over the period 1983-1990 in 
Tanzanian shilling. The rapid increase in 1990 is because of the road rehabilitation projects 
which started in that period. It is expected that the import of bitumen material is still rising. 
These payments in foreign 'hard' currency cause a further increase of the foreign currency 
deficits in Tanzania. From that point of view is this material not very appropriate. 
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Figure 7.5 Asphalts and natura/ bitumen in real amount of money (l'.Shs.Million) importedfrom 1983-19901 

7.2 Technology Component: Orgaware 

In the next sections the technology components Orgaware (actors and site organisation), 
Infoware ( documents ), Humanware ( characteristics of manpower) and Technoware (the 
construction activities) are described. 

The most important actors in this stage are the principal, the consultant, the contractors, 
subcontractors, the suppliers and the local residents. The principal and consultant were already 
described in part I (design stage). 
The contractors are playing a central role in the execution stage (see figure 7.6). I mentioned 
also the local residents because they can certainly have an important effect on the progress of a 
road construction project. 

7 Bureau ofStatistics, Statistical Abstract: 1991, Dar es Salaam. February 1994.page 199 
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Figure 7.6 Re/ations between actorsin the erecution of a road project8 

7.2.1 Contractors 

Contractors are categorised into six classes9. The classification is made based on the capability 
to carry out, with minimum standard equipment and technica! staff, civil projects (roads and 
bridges) of a certain total amount (see Annex la/b). 
Ofthe twenty one10 contractors executing large road rehabilitation works only seven are local. 
After the initiating of the IRP many foreign contractors settled in Tanzania. Therefore not only 
the local contractors but also the foreign contractors are important actors in the road 
construction process. Sometimes the foreign and local contractors are working together in a 
joint venture. 
For the foreign and the local contractors as well there are some advantages of joint ventures. 
In Tanzania joint ventures (on 50% basis) are stimulated by giving a 7% advantage in the 
tenderbid against other contractors. Other advantages are: 
- for local contractors: 

• less foreign currency problems, 
• transfer of technologies (knowledge about operation of equipment, planning 

methodologies, management systems, available equipment etc.), 

8 Bryant M, Morris P., Morton P., Management ofthe Tanzanian programme: the use of management 

technigues under the lntegrated Roads Project, Dar es Salaam, 1993. page 26 

9 Andreski A., National Construction Council case study: development of schedule of rates for piecework at 

Iringa Regional Engineer's office, Iringa, 1993. page 1 

10 National Construction Council (1992) 
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. - for foreign contractors: 
• local contractors are more aware of local circumstances and conditions, 
• local contractors are already provided by local employees. 

However most contractors appeared to be reluctant to work directly with any other 
contractors in the role of joint venture partner or subcontractor. The biggest problems lay in 
the risk ofpayment and the mistrust ofthe other contractorsll. 

Local contractors 
According to the National Construction Council (NCC) there are only sevenl2 local 
contractors ofthe total of853 13 registered contractors in Tanzania who could be classified as 
substantial enough to take on reasonable road works projects (class P-I/G-1). These 
contractors are: 
• MECCO (parastatal) 
• BECCO 
• UNICO 
• LADWA 
• NYANZAROADWORKS 
• A.S. DHIYEBI 
• BUILDERS CHAVDA 
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These contractors have all been committed to major rehabilitation contracts. Most ofthe other 
846 contractors, although classified to execute road projects ( or maintenance) had hardly any 
experience in roadworks and were largely building contractors14. 

Most ofthe assigned contracts started in the period 1991-1992. Two years later in 1994 most 
of the projects delayed due to problems of the capability of the contractor or elient ( delays of 
progress payments). Some contractors were withdrawn from the project. 

Foreign contractors 
In 1992 there were 14 foreign road contractors registered in Tanzania (see table 7.7) 

11 Bryant M, Morris P., Morton P., Management of the Tanzanian programme: the use of management 

technigues under the Integrated Roads Project. Dar es Salaam. 1993. page 15 

12 Chambers M., The status of roadworks under IRP: brief study, Dar es Salaam. September 1992. page 9 

section three objective C 

13 National Construction Council, research and development issues in the coristruction industry in Tanzania. 

Dar es Salaam. August 1992. page 9 chapter 4.2.3 

14 Andreski A, National Construction Council casestudy: development of schedule of rates for piecework at 
Iringa Regional Engineer's office. Iringa, 1993. page 1 
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Company Name Country of Origin 

AD UCO The Netherlands 
Benaco 
China Sietco China 
ltalStrade Italy 
J. RieplBau 
K.V. 
Kamphili Denmark 
Konoike Japan 
Niazsons 
NO REM CO Norway 
Partizanski Put Former Yugoslavia 
Stirling Intem 
WadeAdams Great Britain 
Zakhem 

Table 7. 7 Foreign Contractors and Country of Origin 

The foreign contractors are responsible for 50% ofthe road construction works. Projects 
carried out within the framework ofthe lntegrated Road Project are paid in foreign currency. 
This makes the contracts interesting for foreign contractors. 
Insome cases (for example Japan, Norway, Denmark and Germany) the donors ofthe project 
demands a contractor from the country of origin ofthe donor. 

7.2.2 Subcontractors 

Specialised work, lack of equipment, operators or manpower can be the reason for a 
contractor to pass on work to a so-called subcontractor. A subcontractor could be a foreign or 
a local contractor. Unfortunately these subcontractors are asked when the work already 
caused some problems and are not planned before hand. Searching for a subcontractor causes 
delays and because of the pressure to look for a subcontractor it can results in high prices or 
poor quality. 

7.2.3 Suppliers 

A reliable supply of materials with regard to quantity and quality are important factors for the 
progressof a road construction project. It bas become apparent that the suppliers ofthe most 
important inputs (cement, quarry products, bitumen) are not reliable enough. This is an 
important reason why the larger contractors have their own quarry, crusher plantand asphalt 
plant. In and around Dar es Salaam there are three asphalt plants. The most reliable asphalt 
plant is owned by a foreign contractor (Konoike). It is very difficult topurebase any asphalt 
from them. Therefore many contractors are at the mercy oftwo asphalt plants owned by two 
local contractors (MECCO and UNI CO). Especially the processing of asphalt for road 
pavement surface requires a tightened planning. Unfortunately the two mentioned plants are 
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old, not well maintained and often out offuel. Breakdown ofthe plants during the paving of 
the asphalt happens regularly. These breakdowns result in delays and can affect the quality of 
the pavement. 

7 .2.4 Local Residents 
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Local residents, people living near the executed road projects could be of major importance 
during the execution of a project. Because oflack ofunderstanding ofthe local residents and 
users living near the execution of a certain road project, it is possible that they hinder or 
blockade the road project. Articles and letters from the residents in local newspapers can 
influence the responsible politica! ( sensitive) leaders and can make them decide to stop the 
project without any thinking about the continuation of the project. Delays of months are the 
result. In and around Dar es Salaam this happened not irregular. Other acts are vandalise of 
project elements, neglecting of road signs or service roads ( especially by bus (Dalia Dalia) 
drivers), threatening of responsible supervisors on the job etc. Reasons for these actions can 
be the lack ofinformation from the contractor, principal and consultant to the local residents 
and users about the inevitable inconveniences, eventually delays of a road project, use of some 
service roads in their area etc. Inadequate attention to temporary road traffic diversions during 
road construction bas lead to damage to the road surfaces by other non-construction traffic in 
particular heavily loaded container and fuel vehicles. Much attention must be given to the local 
residents and road users to create more understanding and co-operation. 

7 .2.5 Site Organisation and Programming 

The progress and cost of a road construction project depends for a large part on the way the 
site is organised and the project is programmed. A typical example of the site organisation is 
shown in tigure 7.8. 

Figure 7.8 Con tractors' organisation chart of a rood construction project (Uhuru rood project) 
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Because ofthe lack ofany organisation chart or stated responsibilities present at projects, 
executed by local contractors, there are no responsibilities of the supervision stat ed. This can 
cause problems in the execution of a road project. The National Construction Council is 
organising training sessions about project programming and organisation for the local 
contractors. However it is still very difficult to stimulate or convince the contractors to follow 
these sessions. A joint venture with a foreign contractor, which is generally more developed in 
organisation planning, can have an important stimulance for the local contractors to follow the 
NCC training sessions or are in this way trained by 'learning by doing'. 

Some contractors are inadequately communicating on site through lack of radios, telephones 
etc. Control of plant operators and the Iabour force is more difficult duè to the spread of the 
site. Also, regionat contractors suffer through the inefficiencies ofthe existing telephone 
network. 

When the contract is executed without the intervention of a private consultant the principal 
acts like one. This occurs for small projector maintenance contracts. Figure 7.9 shows the 
relation with the contract during the execution works. The assumption is made that the project 
is under the responsibility of the Regionat Engineer. 

Figure 7.9 Relations between the Regionol Engineers Office and Contractor (without consultant) 

• The regionat engineer is the manager of the Regionat Engineers Office and responsible for 
all projects executed by his office. 

• The project engineer is assigned to one or two projects ( depending on the size of the 
projects) and therefore responsible for only one (or two) project(s). 

• Technicians are assigned to only one project. Their job is to control and advise the 
contractor. However, these technicians are not very capable and experienced and not 
authorised to make any decisions themselves. The contractor is responsible for the 
payments ofthe 'expenses' made by the technicians (T.Shs.lOOO per day). 

7.3 Technology Component: Infoware 

During the execution stage the contractor has to carry out the work according to the contract 
and specifications which are made in the design stage. 
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The most important documents during the execution of the project are the payment 
certificates. Payment certificates are documents made by the contractor with information 
about the executed project elements up to a eertaio date meant for the interim payments. The 
intensity of payment certificates are stated in the contract between the contractor and 
principal. A payment certificate can be draw up when: 
• a eertaio project element is completed; i.e. a eertaio distance of a road, 
• a eertaio period is ended; a month, a week etc., 
• a eertaio amount of money the contractor already bas spend is reached. 
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For the contractor and the principal the payment certificates are important for the cash flow. 
Probably one of the most common causes of slow progress on road construction projects is 
the inability to have a good adequate cash flow to meet all the contraetar's requirements. If the 
contractor can be assured of regular and prompt payments ofbillings submitted then he 
should, if properly organised with his own resources, be able to keep reasonably to a set 
programme. As I already mentioned in the previous chapter a lot of problems with these 
payment certificates are caused by delays with the processing of these certificates by the 
consultant and principal. The consultant is responsible for the control and approval of the 
certificate. The principal is responsible for the interim payment. Consultants can take excessive 
time to recommend payment (e.g. 60 days). The payment of interim certificates can range 
between 90-120 days after the consultant has recommended payment. When the principal 
decided to pay, the next step for the contractor is to liquidify the cheque at the National Bank 
of Commerce. Without bribe money they can delay the cash in of the cheque more than a 
week. 

7.4 Technology Component: Humaoware 

In this section the problems with and characteristics of the manpower during the execution of 
a project are described. 

7.4.1 Number of (skilled) manpower 

The road construction consists ofmainly casuallabourers (employees), only employed for 
projects. The employment is therefore strongly fluctuating, with the lowest demand during the 
rainy periods when construction of roads is almost impossible. Casuallabourers are in most 
cases not registered. Absolute number oflabourers are therefore not available in Tanzania. 

There is a real shortage ofqualified and experienced road engineers in Tanzania IS. As a result, 
much work that requires the supervision of an experienced engineer, is being undertaken by 
technicians (from the Teehoical Colleges), who lack the appropriate background and training. 
Like in the other industries of Tanzania there is a shortage ofwell educated and skilied 

15 Danish International Development Agency, Rural roads organisational management study, Dar es Salaam, 

1988. page 1-2 
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manpower in the road construction sector and construction industry in general16. 

7.4.2 Low productivities 

Until recently most current labour based programmes in Tanzania had come to accept low 
productivities as the norm17• Reasans for the low productivities could be the payment methods 
ofthe wages, the temperature ancl/or the quality oftools. It bas become apparent that the 
payment methods on piecework result in higher productivities than on timework. 

7 .4.3 Lack of scope for selective reeruitment 

Difficulty bas been experienced in attracting suitable candidates for training for site 
supervision. As a result of this lack of interest in Government service, there bas been little 
choice but to accepts schoolteavers with hardly no work experience. Attempts to train 
existing established staffin labour based methods have failed because of a lack of interest in 
improving performance. 
SimHar problems are experienced with the selection oflabour. It is difficult to be particular 
about whom to employ and the absenteeism rate exceeds 80%18. In order to succeed, it is 
important that sites are in a position to attract the best labour. This in turn implies the need for 
freedom to pay a competitive wage, and the absence of any undue pressure to retain labourers 
who are unable or unwilling to achleve acceptable levels of productivity. 

7.4.4 Lack of transport 

In Tanzania it is usualto provide transport to daily rated labourers. This will raise logistical 
costs. In some countries it is common for labourers to cycle up to 15 km to work each day, 
but most Tanzanians have no means of transport. This will increase the risk oflabour 
shortages in some areas, and reduce the proportion of experienced labour on any given site. In 
most cases the contractor provides the employees housing near the site. 

7.4.5 Communallabour obligations 

At planting and harvest time in some areas, labourers are required by their villages to work 2 
days a week in the village shamba (farm). Ifthey choose not to work they must pay the village 

16 National Construction Council, Tenth Annual Report and Accounts for the Year ended June 30. 1992. Dar 

es Salaam, 1992. page 11 

17 Danish International Development Agency, DANIDA, Rural roads organisation and management study. 

December 1988. page 3-5 

18 Danish International Development Agency, DANIDA, Rural roads organisation and management study. 

December 1988. page 3-5 
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an arnount roughly equivalent to the minimum daily wage for each day missed. 

7.4.6 Reluctance to exercise authority 

The high level of supervision needed on a Iabour based site requires a large number of staff 
whoare willing to exercise authority and take responsibility. It appears that such a willingness 
may have been lacking in Tanzania. Therefore a lot of expatriates are found in these positions. 

7.4.7 Reluctance to work alone 

The view is often expressed that labourers in Tanzania do not like to work alone. This is due 
in some remote areas to danger from wildlife, but more often are the result of a cultural 
pattem or working in pairs or small groups. Such factors will have to be taken into account 
when planning the optimum deptoyment oflabourers. 

7.4.8 Cultural & Religious Factors 

It should betaken into account that within partsof Tanzania groups ofpeople exists with a 
cultural resistance to work the land such as predominantly pastoral groups such as the Masai. 
A large part ofthe residentsof Tanzania are Muslim. Especially during the Ramadam (the 
Muslim fasting), which can take place for more than one month. It is forbidden to eat and 
drink during the day. This influences the productivity ofthe labourers during the immense 
heavy Iabour intensive work and high daily temperatures (losing ofbodily fluids and energy). 
Contractors can correct for these losses of productivities in there calculations or prevent these 
losses by increasing the arnount oflabourers during the Rarnadarn. While respecting local 
practices, it is nevertheless important not to discriminate against anyone who wants to work 
and is able to do so efficiently. Current experience on Iabour based sites in Tanzania indicates 
that the willingness ofwomen to participate in road works can be expected to vary 
considerably even within a single district. 

7.4.9 Theft 

It has become apparent that theft on a road construction site is enormously. During the day 
and night a large number ofwatchmen are necessary. Especially fuel, equipment parts and 
cement are popular objects arnong thieves. But even with the use ofwatchmen it is difficult to 
prevent theft. It is very difficult to find reliable employees. The low wages and the rapid 
intlation are probably the causes ofthe high number ofthefts. 
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7.5 Technology Component: Technoware 

In this section the equipment and construction methods are described. 

7.5.1 Equipment 

The condition ofthe road construction equipment in Tanzania is very poor. Ofthe total 
registered company owned equipment in 1989 from 17 road construction contractors only 
53%19 ofthe equipment is working. These are mainly 'medium' or 1arge' contractors. 'Small' 
sized contractors have none. The main problem is the inadequate availability of foreign 
exchange to purebase new equipment and the spares necessary to maintain it. Spare parts is 
not available in Tanzania and must be therefore imported. The import levy for spare parts are 
extremely high. It also takes a long time to clear the spare parts through customs. When there 
is no foreign currency involved in the project, it is almost impossible to buy spare parts. Some 
contractors are encountering delays up to 3 months for their appropriate approval and 
processing of foreign exchange. Theft of spare parts during transportation and parts from 
existing machines is also thought to be of an increasing problem. 
The ex-government owned items of plant received little (if any) maintenance. Many machines 
have been neglected and/or 'cannibalised' for parts to use on other machines. The last 
maintenance contract for government owned machines with 'Caterpillar' supplier dates back to 
1968. 
Under government mandate, PERCOL (Plant & Equipment Hire Company Ltd.) have now 
taken control of most of the plant, equipment and facilities previously under control of the 
Ministry ofWorks. In terms ofthe supply of'Caterpillar' machines to Tanzania, approximately 
85%20 of all machines are under the control ofPEHCOL. A condition survey has been carried 
out on all items of plantand it was found that the majority ofthe plant is old (but hardly used) 
and in need of economie rehabilitation to bring it up to an acceptable standard for hiring. Only 
600 items of plant are currently working out of a total of2500. 
Most contractors regard the hire rates as quoted to be excessive in relation to available supply 
(from contractors). Further, they also considered that the requirement to pay an advance 
payment together with a proportion (35%) ofthe hire rate in US$ to be prohibitive to hiring, 
especially for Tanzanian companies due to problems of cash flow and in obtaining foreign 
exchange. 
As stated before many projects are delayed by frequent breakdowns of the equipment. The 
majority of the available equipment is many years old and not well maintained. However, 
under the current major road projects (IRP) the contractors are trying to procure new 
equipment. Figures quoted by contractors21 suggest that plant availability (in terms of 

19 Chambers M., The status of roadworks onder IRP: brief study. Dar es Salaam. September 1992. page 4 

objectiveD 
20 Morris Dr. P., Bryant M., Morton P., Management ofthe Tanzanian Highway prograrnme: the use of 

management technigues onder the Integrated Roads Project. 12th January 1993. page 18 

21 Bryant M., Morris P., Morton P., Management ofthe Tanzanian prograrnme: the use of management 
technigues onder the Integrated Roads Project, Dar es Saiaam. 1993. page 17 
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capacity) sometimes is as low as 35% even with some new items of plant. Also, machinescan 
be expected to undertake 2000 working hours per year when new, but output falls to 750 
working hours per year within 3 years due to breakdowns. Inefficient operation of the 
equipment by the operators due to the lack of management control during the execution of the 
project from contractors and hiring companies has also been found as a problem. The 
implementation of a bonus system for the operators or creating a larger responsibility for 'their' 
equipment can be a solution for this problem. 
Due to the continued programme of roadworks, lack of competition and the availability of the 
supply of new equipment and plant through donor funded projects, some contractors are 
paying inadequately attention to their own plant maintenance and therefore expect plant to be 
uneconomic within 2-3 years. Also, the lack of adequately trained plant mechanics has lead to 
poor levels of maintenance. 

7 .5.2 Construction Methods 

In this section the construction activities of three types of roads are described: earth roads, 
gravel roads and bitumen roads. 
The construction activities are divided into: 
1. site clearance; 
2. earth works; 
3. spreading and laying; 
4. compaction; and 
5. drainage. 

For each activity the methods, construction techniques and necessary equipment are described. 
It has become apparent that contractors in Tanzania chose capital intensive methods to 
execute the project. Probably because contractors do not have any experience in Iabour based 
methods and capital intensive road construction is more prestigious than Iabour based 
construction. 

7.5.2.1 Earth Roads 

Earth roads are, compared to paved and gravel roads, most suitable for labour-equipment 
substitution because most ofthe activities can be done with manual methods at the same 
quality. Figure 7.10 shows an example the construction of an earth road. 
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Figure 7.10 How to make a simpte earth road22 

Site clearance 
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<D 
Clear trees, busnes and raats. 
Clear trees lar enaugn to keep 
rood in sunshine. 

® 
Strip off topsoil tor at least 
e metres from centre of rood 

® 
Oig wide ditches and dump 
sub-soli towards centre line 
to ra i se road level 

@ 
Complete the dltches and 
roll, compact the formation 
using minimum slopes and 
widths shown 

® 
Check the slopes and levels 
on lormation and along dltch 
to make sure that water can 
run away. 

® 
Lay the topsooi on the ditch 
slopes to entourage grass to 
grow again. 

Site clearance is the clearing operation of vegetation from the strip of land reserved for the 
road. The vegetation can range from grass and scrub to dense forest. Trees and scrub should 
be cleared well back from the road surface so that the drying effects of wind and sun can have 
full play in drying the road surface. There are several methods for this operation. The capitai
intensive method is to use a bulldozer or grader. The more dense the vegetation the more 
difficult to remove the vegetation with manual methods. Light and medium vegetation can be 
removed by Iabour with large knives, picks, shovels etc. 

Earth works 
When the vegetation is cleared the next step is to strip off the overlying topsoit or other 
unsuitable material. This surface layer can be removed easily with agricultural plough drawn 
by animals or smalt tractors. More capitai-intensive is the use of a motor grader. For the 
excavation of the drainage ditches there is also a choice between the more capitai-intensive 
excavator or the Iabour intensive methods. 

22 Alla! M., Edrnonds G.A., Manual on the planning oflabour intensive road construction. Geneva, 1977. 
page35 
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When it is not necessary to dump the spoil material a long distance (20-25 m) from the site it 
is possible to use Iabour instead of equipment (for example: head baskets, wheel barrows). 
This is also the case for the hauling operations. For longer distances it is also possible to use 
animal drawn equipment (up to 100 m). 

Spreading and laying 
Spreading and laying is the backfill of new material on the stripped surface. The capitai
intensive methods of spreading and laying material involve the use of serapers and motor 
graders. The operation can also be carried out entirely by hand, although this is not very 
productive and it is often difficult to produce a reasonable finishing of the road surface. 

Compaction 
The effective compaction of the soil has been one of the operations in which it has been 
difficult to achleve the same standard for labour-intensive as for equipment-intensive 
methods. The depth of compaction depends u pon the type of soil and the type of equipment 
being used. A machine is often large and heavy, and produces a high level of compaction to 
an appreciable depth (vibrating rollers, tyre rollers). For earth roads which are not suitable for 
heavy traffic and therefore not compacted by the traffic itself it is very important to use 
machines for compaction. The finishing of the road surface of an earth road is very important 
because of the removal of surface water. 

7 .5.2.2 Gravel roads 

In part I (design stage) gravel roads were divided into three types: 
• the dry-bound macadam road, 
• the wet-bound macadam road and, 
• the regular gravel road. 

The site clearance and earth works are the same for gravel roads as for earth roads ( explained 
in previous sections). In the following sections the spreading and laying (and compaction) of 
the types of gravel roads are described. 

dry-bound macadam 
Dry-bound macadam provides a compact and effective pavement layer. A coarse aggregate of 
carefully detennined size (40 or 60 mm nomina!) can be laid in a layer of 10 to 12 cm 
thickness. This could be done by using a bulldozer, wheelloader or motor grader. 
This layer is then rolled with a smooth wheel roller. A fine aggregate or dust is then spread 
over the compacted coarse aggregate. The dust fills the voids between the coarse aggregate. 

wet-bound macadam 
A road ofwet-bound macadam is similar in construction to one of dry-bound macadam, the 
difference is being that in the wet-bound macadam water is sprayed onto the surface and the 
resulting surface is then compacted and rolled. The water acts as a lubricant allowing the 
aggregate to move and thus loek more easily. Further, a certain cernenting action is produced 
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with the interaction of the water and the fine aggregate. 

the regular gravel road 
The simplest form of gravel road is that in which gravel or coarse aggregate of a less carefully 
determined size (0-40 mm) than in the case of a macadam construction is laid onto the 
subgrade. In most cases the layers of 50 mm each are watered like the wet-bound macadam. 
Each layer is than rolled and compacted. The final surface may be produced by spreading a 
thin layer of a finer aggregate. 

7 .5.2.3 Bitumen roads 

Two types ofmethods can be distinguished: 
• surface application treatment and 
• pre-mixed method. 

The site clearance and earth works are the same for bitumen roads as for earth roads 
(explained in previous sections). In the following sections the spreading and laying (and 
compaction) ofthe types of bitumen roads are described. 

Surface application treatment 

surface dressing 
This is the most widely used form ofbituminous treatment employed in developing countries. 
Also known as 'surface dressing' and 'seal coat'. It consists essentially of applying a film of 
binder foliowed by a layer of stone chippings, one stone thick, after which the surface is rolled 
before opening to traffic. Two or even three dressings may be used to provide the surfacing on 
newroads. 

penetration macadam 
Another simpte method ofbituminous paving consists ofspreading the aggregate on the 
subgrade (penetration macadam), to a thickness of at least 25 mm. After compaction the either 
cold ( emulsion) or hot (bitumen or tar) binder can be allowed to penetrate into the 
consolidated stone layer either to the full depthor to halfthe depth. After the applied binder, 
and while the binder is still hot in case of hot binder or before it 'breaks' in case ofthe cold 
emulsion, small hard stone chips ( 4 mm) should be spread evenly over the surface and lightly 
rolled to force the chippings into the binder. 

Before the above mentioned treatments the underlying layer must be primed. The purpose of 
priming is to enhance the bond between the surface to be treated and a bituminous surfacing. 
Primes are used on newly laid bases of crushed stone and gravel and. are employed whatever 
bituminous treatment is to follow. Thus on dusty and friable surfaces a prime coat is necessary 
to bind the surface and to ensure adhesion. The prime will normally be a cut-back bitumen or 
tar oflow viscosity. 
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The methods of applying the bitumen can range from hand applications using pouring cans, 
through hand spraying with hand-operated pumps to machine spraying. Very skilied operators 
using hand sprays can do good work but there is no doubt that the quality and durability of 
surface dressings will be much better when mechanised spraying is used. Regular checks 
should be made to ensure that machines remain capable of delivering uniform films of binder at 
the required rate of spread. An overabundance ofbinder leads to 'bleeding' ofthe surface. In 
this case the toss of chippings occurs rapidly. 
Chippings may be spread by hand but again much better results are achieved by mechanising 
this operation. These gritters range from simpte tail-board devices that can be fitted to a 
tippertruck to towed machines. Chippings should be applied as soon as possible to the binder 
film after it is sprayed. The chippings must be rolled in order to force them into contact with 
the bitumen. A pneumatic-tyre roller is best for this operation but also smooth-wheeled rollers 
can be used successfully. 

Pre-mixed metbod 

Another variant is the pre-mixed method, where different sizes of aggregates are first mixed 
with the binder in a mixing plant and then spread on the road. In the hot process the bitumen is 
heated in a boiler and mixed with aggregate. The pre-mixed aggregate can be hauled in 
wheelbarrows and unloaded onto the prepared sub-base. It is then spread by workers with 
rakes, and finally rolled by smooth-wheeled roller. In this process it is important to keep the 
mix on the right temperature (±160°C). When the mix is transported in an open tippertruck the 
transport time and the processing time is very important. The matenals may be laid on the 
road either by hand, as described above, or by machine. It is possible to spread mixed 
materials by hand to give a tolerabie good finish but spreading and finishing machines should 
be used wherever possible, also for the time factor. The compaction should be done by using 
machines. With hot-laid asphalt, smooth-wheeled and steel-tired rollers must be used. 

7.5.3 Road maintenance 

In this section only the preventive maintenance will be described. Corrective maintenance is 
the result of minimal preventive maintenance. In most cases this results in reconstruction 
which is more or less the same as construction but on a smaller scale. 
Preventive road maintenance consists of short term routine activities and long term activities. 

7.5.3.1 Short term routine maintenance 

This includes all the operations which are carried out daily on the road surface and drainage 
ditches, largely by hand using simpte tools. 
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road surface 
The short term routine maintenance for bituminous road surface are less complex than for 
earth or gravel roads. Deterioration ofbituminous roads is slower and can be confined to the 
simplest repairs such as sealing cracks and a little hand patching. The short term road 
maintenance of an earth and gravel road is more complex. A characteristic of many gravel 
roads is the rapid formation of corrugations. The works consist principally of correcting the 
road profile. This can be done with heavy brushes which are drawn by a tractor or animal. 

drainage ditches 
It is important to keep the open drainage ditches free of debris which can block the ditch. 
Routine maintenance should be directed towards the steady improvement of the shape of the 
ditch as well as the removal of obstructions to the free flow of surface water run-off. 

7.5.3.2 Long term maintenance 

Long term maintenance comprises major repair and refurbishing and it requires the use of 
mechanical equipment operated by skilied men supported by an adequate force of unskilled 
Iabour. The works can be divided into two headings: 
1. earth and gravel roads; 
2. bituminous surfaced roads. 

Earth and gravel roads 
Although routine maintenance is carried out on a gravel road, deterioration is inevitable. 
Frequent broshing does not always prevent the formation of corrugations and potholes. The 
corrugations may become compacted under traffic and be impossible to remove with the light
weight applications used for routine maintenance. The only thoroughly metbod of removing 
compacted corrugations and other surface irregulations is to use a motor grader. It is 
important to ensure that the corrugations are removed to their full depth as otherwise the 
remaining low spots, the toughs of the corrugation, become tilled with uncompacted material 
which acts as a reservoir for any surface water. The motor grader can also be used, if 
necessary, for regravelling, because there is always a considerable loss of material from an 
unsurfaced road. 

Bituminous roads 
The principal metbod for long term maintenance for bituminous surfaced roads is surface 
dressing. This consists of applying a film ofbituminous binder foliowed by a layer of stone 
chippings which is then rolled. A single surface dressing is in most cases sufficient. However 
when a road is seriously de:ficient in binder double surface dressing will be necessary. 

Large potholes in asphalt concrete surfaces can be filled with a new mix. In most cases it is 
also necessary to repair the underlying base or sub-base with gravel material. 
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CaseStudy: Uhuru Road Project 

The execution of the Uhuru road project was hindered by many problems. After 10 weeks the 
contractor decided to stop the project activities because the Regionat Engineers Office did not 
fulfil their promises with regard to the interim payments. The structure of this section is more 
or less the same as the latter. 

The Inputs: Natura) resources and Intermediate Goods 

The natura! resources and intermediate goods necessary for the Uhuru road project were 
quarry products, bitumen, asphalt concrete, cement and culvert pipes. Approximately 45% of 
the total contract sum were material costs. 

Bitumen and Asphalt Concrete 
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Asphalt concrete is necessary for the asphalt wearing course and overlay. The quality ofthe 
asphalt was in most ofthe batchesnota real problem. However, in Tanzania there are no 
special isolated trucks for the transport of asphalt concrete. The right temperature to process 
asphalt concrete is approximately 160°C. lnstead of special isolated trucks it was also possible 
to use canvas sheets to proteet the asphalt against cooling down. Still there were batches of 
asphalt concrete with much lower temperatures than the specified 160°C due to the low 
temperature (<< 160°C) ofthe material during the production process ofthe asphalt concrete. 
Bitumen (type MC1) are necessary for the bond between the asphalt concrete layers and 
gravel subbase. 
The inputs bitumen and asphalt concrete were contributing most to the total costs. The pure 
material costs (without the processing costs) ofthe matenals bitumen (MC1) and asphalt 
concrete are 25% ofthe total contract sum! Bitumen have to be imported from outside 
Tanzania. Asphalt concrete can be made locally in Dar es Salaam. 

Quarry produels 
The quarry products were necessary for the stone pitching activities (large stones of200 mm 
in size), the construction ofthe gravel subbasecourse (crusher run, 0-40 mm) and the 
construction ofthe shoulders (kifusi; crusher run mixed with more fines 0- 10 mm). ADUCO 
International B.V. is owner of a quarry and crusher in Dar es Salaam. The quarry products 
count for 10% of the total contract sum. 

Cement and Culvert pipes 
Cement is the key material of grout necessary for the stone pitching activities. Culvert pipes 
(450 mm and 600 mm) made of concrete were necessary for the longitudinal and cross-drains. 
The total costs of the cement and culvert pipes were 10% of the total contractsum. 

Technology Component: Orgaware 

Contractor 
The contractor was a joint venture between the Dutch company AD UCO International B.V. 
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and the local (Tanzanian) company CSI (Coastal Steel Industries) Construction. Both 
contractors already worked together in a joint venture in previous projects. 
Figure 10.3 shows the site organisation ofthe contractor. The contraetar's project staff 
contained two Dutch expatriates, the project manager and the site agent, and two TCE's 
(Third Country Expatriates), the general foreman (Sudan) and workshop manager 
(Philippines). It is very difficult to find well trained and experienced Tanzanian staff. To find 
casuallabourers is less difficult. Especially in town unemployment is enormous. Every day 
many people are asking fora job. Casuallabourers do not get a contract ifthey are not 
working for longer than three months for the same company. After this period you have to 
release them or give them a contract. The official minimum wage for a casuallabourer is 
T.Shs. 250 per day (February 1994). This is very low (a bus ticket costs T.Shs 70, one local 
beer T.Shs 350). 

• The project manager was responsible for all projects executed by ADUCO International 
B.V. in Tanzania. 

• The site agent was responsible for the complete Uhuru road project (payments, execution 
of the works, communications with the Regionat Engineers Office's project engineer, 
equipment and the security). 

• The workshop manager was responsible for all the equipment, operators and mechanics. 
• The general foreman was responsible for the execution of the works and communicates 

with the Regionat Engineers Office via the technicians. 

Subcontractors 
For Iabour intensive activities (excavation ofthe drainage ditch for example) some sub
contractors were involved in the project. Unfortunately because of disagreements about 
payments with the contractor the subcontractor( s) stopped their activities. 

Suppliers 
The most important and expensive input material was the asphalt concrete. In and around Dar 
es Salaam there are three suppliers of asphalt concrete. However, there was only one supplier 
willing to provide the contractor with asphalt concrete. But during the asphalt works this 
company was very unreliable in the production of asphalt concrete due to a shortage of fuel. 
This all results in long delays. 

Local Residents 
Local residents were important actors during the execution of the project. The reason for this 
were the service roads. Uhuru road was only 7-9 metres wide and thus impossible to do the 
reconstruction works without blocking the road. Therefore, we needed service roads. But 
there was no bill item to cover the costs of these service roads so it was impossible to improve 
these roads with quality materials. The service roads we used were the roads of the adjacent 
neighbourhoods. The people who lived in these neighbourhoods were complaining about 
buses passing their houses. Also many actieles in the local newspapers were published. This 
influenced the local responsible politiealleaders and there were rumours that the people from 
the Ministry OfWorks wanted to cancel the project. 
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Other problems were the neglecting of traftic diversions or service roads, demolishing of new 
constructed gravel subbasecourses and not well compacted asphalt wearing courses by 
especially the Dalia Dalia drivers. 
Furthermore salesmen still used the unsurfaced road as a market place and thus damaged the 
sub-base. 

Technology Component: Infoware 

The most important documents during the execution of the project were the so-called interim 
payment certificates. There were many problems with the interim payments. After three 
payment certificates the regionat engineer only paid one. This resulted in cash-flow problems 
for the contractor. 
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Another important document for this project was the site-instruction. In this document the 
principal gives an instructien about the scope ofwork (quantities) or working method which is 
not mentioned in the bill of quantities, specifications or contract. During the construction 
period the principal gave the contractor many site-instructions. The result was that the total 
amount exceeded the contract sum with more than 30% because of extra work. 

Based on both mentioned problems the contractor decided to stop the activities. Up to now 
the road is still not completed. 

Technology component: Humaoware 

In this section the number of employees, the productivities, the cultural and religious factors 
and theft on the site are described. 

Number of employees 
During the Uhuru road project an average of approximately 100 people were employed; 
-3 foremen, 
- 3 assistant foremen, 
- 7 5 casuallabourers, 
- 8 watchmen and 
- 12 operators. 
The foremen and the casuallabourers were not very experienced or not experienced at all. As 
I already mentioned in the previous sections it was very difficult to find skilied and 
experienced employees. Particularly for specialised activities like asphalt paving it was almost 
impossible to find some experienced Iabour. Because the contractor did not have much time 
for project preparatien (approximately 2 weeks) it was not possible to train labourers in 
asphalt paving. The training was on the job with 'trial and error'. 
Fortunately it was not very difficult to find experienced operators for the equipment. But it 
was more difficult to find reliable operators (see section 10.5.4). 
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Productivities 
Especially the Iabour intensive activities ( excavation of drainage ditch) reached low 
productivities. During the project it was very difficult to motivate the labourers. We tried 
several motivation ( or payment) techniques but with no result. I think that communication was 
one of the problems. Therefore the contractor decided to assign subcontractors on the Iabour 
intensive activities. 
Especially when the end of the project came near the casuallabourers tried to delay the project 
(after this project they would be without job again). 

Cultural and Religious factors 
Many employees (50%) were Muslim. Forthem it was not allowed to eat and drink during the 
day while it was the Ramadam period (approximately four weeks). Losing bodily fluids and 
energy influences of course the productivities during the immense heavy Iabour intensive 
work. 

Theft 
Next to experienced and skilied employees it is also very difficult to find reliable personnet 
During the project many things were stolen: bags of cement, fuel, tools, batterles and even a 
motorgrader. Security is therefore a very important item on the site, especially when 
equipment stays on the site during the night. Even with security batterles and fuel from the 
equipment were stolen. When equipment was able to be transported by itself, without the use 
ofany (expensive) lowbed truck, it wassend to the ADUCO yard. 

Technology component: Technoware 

In this section the equipment used for the project and construction methods for some activities 
are described. 

Equipment 
The equipment used for the project was absolutely not suitable for city works, but for large 
highway construction. Besides, the equipment was old and therefore often stricken by 
breakdowns. It was difficult or even impossible to purebase any spare parts in Tanzania. 

Equipment owned by ADUCO International B.V./CSI Construction and used for the project 
are: 

Equipment: 
JCBBackhoe 

Wheelloader 930 

Wheelloader 960 

Grader 14G 

Usedfor : 
excavation of drainage ditch 
removal spoil material 
transfer of gravel material 
removal of spoil material 
transfer of gravel material 
removal of spoil material 
shaping gravel base and subbase 
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Vibrating roller or Steel roller 

Tyre roller 
Paver ABG 
Bitspraytruck 
Tractor 
Compressor and jackhammers 
Handcompactor 

compacting gravel base and subbase 
compacting of asphalt wearing course 
compacting of asphalt wearing course 
spreading and compacting of asphalt wearing course 
transport and spraying of bitumen 
transport of fuel tank and compressor 
repair of potholes (cutting ofsharp edges) 
compacting of asphalt wearing course 
compacting ofbottom of drainage ditch 

Tippertrucks were hired from local firms. 

Construction methods forsome activities 
The following activities described in this section were very important for the progress of this 
particular road project. These activities are: 
I. excavation of drainage ditch; 
2. reconstruction of existing road ( scarifying existing road, construction of new gravel 

subbase and basecourse and construction of new asphalt wearing course); 

Excavation of drainage ditch 
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One of the reasons why the existing road was so terrible deteriorated was the missing drainage 
ditch. Therefore the Regionat Engineers Office decided to construct a drainage ditch along one 
si de of the road. 
It was impossible to excavate the drainage ditch with equipment. More than 200 hundred 
waterpipelines crossed the alignment of the ditch. Equipment would have damaged all these 
waterpipelines. This happened the first day because the Regionat Engineers Office did not 
know anything about these waterpipelines. The NUW A, the Tanzanian water company, did 
not solve this problem immediately and shifted the problem to the Regionat Engineers Office 
(and visa versa). At that time there were a lot of complaints from the people in the 
surrounding areas. Also other waterpipelines were broken when the ditch was excavated by 
hand. Not even the NUW A knew the exact location of the waterpipelines. 

Paving of asphalt concrete 
The paving of asphalt concrete was very difficult without experienced labourers. Fortunately 
the operator ofthe paver machine was experienced. Not really the quality but more the 
thickness ofthe asphalt layer was reason for trouble. According to the bill of quantities the 
contractor only received money for an asphalt layer of 50 mm thickness. The asphalt foreman 
was not very experienced. Therefore it happened sometimes that the thickness of the asphalt 
was more than I 00 mm (before compaction). To prevent this we made an instrument for the 
asphalt foreman to prevent these situations. Working with asphalt concrete is a heavy, 
expensive and precise job. During these activities the general foreman and site agent were 
always present on the site. 
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/ 
Steelbar 

• • : _ Thickness of aspbalt layer before compaction 

Steel bar to control the thickness ofthe asphalt layer 

7.6 Conclusions 

• Tanzania has not sufficient natura/ resources to ful.fil the demand of the road 
construction industry, and some of the natura/ resources (oil) are not avai/ab/e. 
Therefore it is depending on imports; 

• Foreign companies are playing a major role in the road construction; 
• There are very few /oca/ contractors (7) substantia/ enough to take on reasonable 

projects,· 
• Special characteristics of manpower (low productivities, reluctance to work alone and 

exercise authority, communa//abour obligations, theft and cu/tural and religious factors) 
have negative effects on the execution of a road project; 

• The condition of the road construction equipment in Tanzania is very poor; 
• The execution of road projectsin Tanzania is not directed to the most appropriate but to 

capita/ intensive construction methods; 
• Delays of payments of interim payment certificates by the principal delay projects. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the conclusions derived from the previous chapters the final condusion is described 
in this chapter. Conclusively three recommendations for the road industry in Tanzania are 
gtven. 

As mentioned insection 4.3 (theoretical framework) the research question is: 
" what are the problems, constraints and opportunities of the national road construction 
sector in order to develop a road construction sector which is capable to construct and 
maintain the roods in Tanzania at a self-sustainable and self-sufficient level." 

Conclusions 

The conclusions for the design stage, tenderlog stage and execution stage are: 

Design Stage 
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• The poor performance of the road construction sector starts in the design stage. The 
actors, and especially the Governmental lnstitutions are hindered in their operations due to 
lack of experienced and skilied manpower, non-existence of job descriptions, duplication 
of efforts and inefficient use of resources, poor motivation and lack of career 
opportunities, poor financial performance and corruption. All these causes result in the 
choice of an inappropriate technology (design). 

Tenderlog Stage 
• General road contracts are only accessible for contractors with large liquid assets; 
• Special circumstances in Tanzania like theft, devaluation ofthe local currency, high 

performance bond, bribing, delays of interim payment certificates cause a rise of the total 
project costs; 

• In most cases not the lowest bidder is rewarded with a contract but other conditions play a 
major role like bribing. 
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Execution Stage 
• Tanzania has not sufficient natural resources to futfit the demand ofthe road construction 

industry, and some ofthe natural resources (oil) are not available. Therefore it is 
depending on imports; 

• Foreign companies are playing a major role in the road construction; 
• There are very few local contractors (7) substantial enough to take on reasonable projects; 
• Special characteristics of manpower (low productivities, reluctance to work alone and 

exercise authority, communallabour obligations, theft and cultural and religious factors) 
have negative effects on the execution of a road project; 

• The condition ofthe road construction equipment in Tanzania is very poor; 
• The execution of road projects in Tanzania is not directed to the most appropriate but to 

capital intensive construction methods; 
• Delays ofpayments of interim payment certificates by the principal delay projects. 

Basedon the previous (sub)conclusions the final condusion ofthis thesis is: 

The major problems and constraints of the road construction sector in Tanzania are 
bureaucracy, corruption and Jack of skilied and experienced manpower. This results, among 
others, in inappropriate choices of techno/ogy in the road construction process. 

Recommendations 

Facing the above mentioned condusion at least two approaches to improve the road 
construction sector in Tanzania are possible. 
The first approach is trying to mutate the putrid road construction sector itself However, 
bureaueratic characteristics are difficult to alter and corruption difficult to exorcise. The 
second approach is, in my opinion, applicable within the existing 'environment', outlined in the 
final conclusion, and could result in an appropriate product (technology). This approach will 
be elaborated in the next three recommendations. 

Recommendation 1 
Before the execution of a road project it is important to chose the appropriate type of road. 
Based on the design parameters a table can he made for the most appropriate type of road 1• 

The following table 8.1 shows the type of roads and the design parameters. 

1 Although this table might not be exhaustive, the mentioned parameters are for Tanzania the most important. 
The design parameters are originated from various literature sourees (see chapter 5: The Design Stage). 
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Access during 
period 

No 
Fair 
Yes 

Skilied Labour 
Yes 
No 

Table 8.1 Criteriafor the selection ofroad type 

Recommendation 2 
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The second recommendation is to divide a road project into smaller packages and offer these 
(packages of) execution activities to contractors of different classifications. This wilt able more 
local (smaller) contractors to execute road construction projects. Smaller contractors are more 
inclined to use less capital intensive construction methods than large contractors. Large 
contractors are more inclined to use more capital intensive construction methods. "We have 
the equipment (working or not) so we want use it" is the general thought. 
Capital intensive road construction demands a large amount of foreign currency ( equipment, 
spareparts etc.). Because ofthe foreign currency problems in Tanzania, high capital intensive 
road construction must be prevented as much as possible. A possibility is to choose the most 
appropriate type of road and construction method. This concept will be elaborated in the next 
recommendation. The most appropriate technology is in many cases less capital intensive than 
the present applied technologies in Tanzania. 

2 Number of equivalent 8200 kg axles in one direction. For structural design purposes it is useful to consider 

the numbers ofvehicles other than private cars, light trade vehicles and motor-cycles etc., to consider those 
vehicles of over 1500 kg unloaded weight. Observation of axle loads on typical roads in five tropical countries 

and consideration ofthe axle-load equivalence factors derived from the AASHO RoadTest have shown tbat in 
countries where the maximum allowable axle load is limited to 10 000 kg it can betaken tbat 100 commercial 
vehicles as defined above are equivalent to fifty 8200 kg axles. 
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Recommendation 3 
In this final recommendation the most appropriate capital and or Iabour intensive construction 
technologies for the several execution activities are described. The appropriate technologies 
chosen are based on information from literature and own experience in road construction in 
Tanzania and therefore partly subjective and can always differ from one project to another. 
The suggested technologies are only a guideline. 

The construction ( execution) of a road can be divided into several activities: 
1. site clearance, 
2. hauling, 
3. spreading and laying, 
4. shaping, 
5. compaction, and 
6. drainage. 

The technologies are divided into: 
1. Labour Intensive Technology: 

labourers with only a hand-toollike shovel, rake, pickaxe, wheel barrow etc.; 
2. Animal Drawn Equipment: 

animals like an ox or mule that can draw a small cart or plough. 
3. Low Cap i tal Intensive Equipment: 

smalilocal made tractor with small trailer ( or small watertank, rotary plough, compaction 
roller), diesel handroller/platecompactor 

4. Medium Capita! Intensive Equipment: 
motorised equipment which is produced on the local market and amounts up to $7500 like 
small tippertruck (3 tons), tractor with additional dozer/grader blade or small backhoe etc. 

5. High Capital Intensive Equipment: 
expensive motorised equipment not produced on the local market and therefore difficult to 
obtain spare parts like asphalt concrete paver, heavy vibrating roller, tyre roller, 
motorgrader, wheelloader, buil dozer, excavator etc. 

The basic assumptions for the choice of an appropriate construction technology ( capital- or 
Iabour intensive) are: 
• quality principle; the specified quality must be reached in all circumstances; 
• time is not a restraining factor; 
• costs; when the quality principle can be maintained the technology with the lowest cost 

prevails this means that there is no technology equal to another; 
• Iabour is in abundance. 

The technologies are numbered from 1 (best method) up to 5 (worst method). A cell with a 
dash means that there is no solution, impossible or unknown. Annex m shows some pictures 
of above mentioned construction technologies. 



Conclusions and Recommendations 

CONSTRUCTJON METHODS-+ 
ACTlVITIES -a, 
1. Site clearance 
1.1 'normal' vegetation 
1.2 'medium' vegetation 
1.3 

2. Hauling 
2.1 bauling distance 20-25 m 
2.2 25-100 m 
2.3 100-1000 m 
2.4 > 
3. Spreading & Laying 
3.1 Base/Subbase 
3.2 Road Surface 
3.2.1 Earth 
3.2.1.1 Unimproved 
3.2.1.2 Stabilised 
3.2.2 Gravel 
3.2.2.1 Macadam (dry/wet) 
3.2.2.2 Flegular 
3.2.3 Bituminous 
3.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
3.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 
3.2.3.3 Pre-mix 
4. Shaping 
4.1 Base/Subbase 
4.2 Road Surface 
4.2.1 Earth 
4.2.2 Gravel 
4.2.2.1 Macadam (dry/wet) 
4.2.2.2 Flegular 
4.2.3 Bituminous 
4.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
4.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 

5. Compaction 
5.1 Base/Subbase 
5.2 Road Surface 
5.2.1 Earth 
5.2.2 Gravel 
5.2.2.1 Macadam (dry/wet) 
5.2.2.2 Flegular 
5.2.3 Bituminous 
5.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
5.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 
5.2.3.3 ~mix 

6. Drainage 
6.1 Ditches 
6.2 Culverts 

Table 8.2 The road construction activities with their best construction method 
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Not all cells will be explained but some explanation is certainly necessary: 

I. Site Clearance 
I.I 'nonnal' vegetation: small trees, grass and scrub. 
I.2 'medium' vegetation: small trees, sparse forest. 
I.3 'heavy' vegetation: dense forest, rock. 

2. Hauling 
The assumption is made that the area is flat without much obstacles. Distances more than 
I 000 metres are out of the question for Iabour intensive methods. 

3. Spreading & Laying 
Bitumen ( especially the pre-mix) must be processed as soon as possible because the material 
has a relative short processing time (it is notallowed to cool down below the I50° Celsius). 
Therefore the Iabour intensive methods are not very appropriate for large areas (large stretch 
of a road for example) and is thus the worst solution. 

4. Shaping 
Shaping ofthe base and subbase can be done less carefully than shaping ofthe surface layer. It 
is important to have a smooth surface layer because of the crossfait to shed the surface water 
quickly from the road (as explained in the previous sections) and therefore higher capital 
intensive equipment is necessary. Although this is important for earth roads I did chose animal 
drawn equipment because of the village function of the road. lt is important to construct such 
a road with the means available in and around the participating villages and avoid capital 
intensive methods if possible. 

5. Compaction 
Like the activity 'shaping' also the compaction is very important for the removal of the surface 
water and drainage of the structure of the road. I already mentioned before that for earth roads 
a good compaction is very important because earth roads are not suitable for heavy traffic and 
therefore not compacted by the traffic itself. Therefore it is necessary to use capital intensive 
equipment for the compaction of earth roads. 

6. Drainage 
6.I Ditches: ditches can be excavated by hand ( depends of course on the material which have 

to be excavated). As far as I know there are no methods to excavate and shape the 
drainage ditches with animal drawn or low capital intensive equipment. 

6.2 Culverts: Laying ofthe culverts and excavation ofthe culvert trench. 

The next table shows the same activities with the some examples of equipment what can be 
used in the road construction. This list is not complete but gives an indication of tools and or 
equipment that can be used. 



Conclusions and Recommendations 

CONSTRUCTJON METHODS ~ 
ACTlVITIES ~ 
1. Site clearance 
1.1 'no~'vegetation 
1.2 'medium' vegetation 
1.3 

2. Hauling 
2.1 hauling elistance 20-25 m 
2.2 25-100 m 
2.3 100-1000 m 
2.4 > lOOOm 
3. Spreading & Laying 
3.1 Base/Subbase 
3.2 Road Surface 
3.2.1 Earth 
3.2.1.1 Unirnproved 
3.2.1.2 Stabilised 
3.2.2 Gravel 
3.2.2.1 Macadam (diy/wet) 
3.2.2.2 Regular 
3.2.3 Bituminous 
3.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
3.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 
3.2.3.3 Pre-mix 
4. Shaping 
4.1 Base/Subbase 
4.2 Road Surface 
4.2.1 Earth 
4.2.2 Gravel 
4.2.2.1 Macadam (diy/wet) 
4.2.2.2 Regular 
4.2.3 Bituminous 
4.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
4.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 
4.2.3.3 Pre-mix 
5. Compaction 
5.1 Base/Subbase 
5.2 Road Surface 
5.2.1 Earth 
5.2.2 Gravel 
5.2.2.1 Macadam (diy/wet) 
5.2.2.2 Regular 
5.2.3 Bituminous 
5.2.3.1 Surface dressing 
5.2.3.2 Penetration Macadam 
5.2.3.3 l?re-~ 

6. Drainage 
6.1 Ditches 
6.2 Culverts 

Table 8.3 The road construction activities with some examples of construction tools and equipment 
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Discussion 
The advantages ofthis approach (the previous three recommendations) are: 
1. less use of high capital intensive construction methods => reduction of foreign currency 

problems; 
2. more (local and smaller) contractors are able to execute projects => more practical 

experience which leads to more experienced manpower; 
3. because more contractors of different kind of classifications are woricing together a 

technology transfer could take place; 
4. lessinputs needed that require importations and therefore less foreign capitalis needed; 
5. more Iabour intensive methods => more employment => more experienced manpower; 
6. less sensitive for corruption (the project sums for the divided contracts are less than the 

original (undivided) contract and therefore less interesting for people to make money by 
bribing); 

7. lower project costs. 

Of course there are also some disadvantages: 
1. more difficult to organise and manage ( especially the co-ordination between the different 

contractors ); 
2. less large (and especially foreign) contractors are eventually interested in the stripped off 

projects; 
3. higher unit rat es because of the lesser quantities. 
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Annex 1: Contractors Classifications 

Minimum Standard Equipment And Manpower Criteria For 

N R . strati Of Co tract F R d And G l R habTtati And Mai OW eg11 on n ors or oa rave e I I on ntenance Wks or 

Resources Class Class Class Class Class Class Remarks 
P-1 G-1 G-Il B-I M-1 M-Il 

Teehoical Staff 

1. Managing Director/Director General 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2. Chief Civil Engineer 1 1 1 1 

3. Staff Civil Engineer 1 1 

4. Civil Engineering Tecbnicians 2 2 1 1 Surveyors, QS, Soil 

Technicians 

5. Earthworlcs Foremen 1 1 

6. Drainage/Structures Foremen 1 1 1 

7. Mechanical Engineers 1 1 

8. Mechanical Foremen 1 1 1 1 

9. Accountants/ Administrators 1 1 1 1 

10. Paving Foremen 1 

Equipment 

1. Bull Dozers 1 1 ~ 120HP 

2. Graders 1 1 ~ 100HP 

3. Laaders 1 1 1 1 ~ 100HP 

4. Rollers (vibrating) 1 1 1 pref.vibr., 10 ton 

5. Rollers (tandem) 1 1 I pref., 10 ton 

6. Rollers ( pneumatic tyred} 1 1 Ll!_ref., 10 ton 

7. Water Tankers 2 1 

8. Tippers 4 6 3 1 1 1 

9. Backhoes 1 1 1 1 

10. Agricultural Tractors Wtrrailers 1 1 1 1 1 1 

11. Lowbed 1 1 

12. Non-tipping Trucks 1 1 1 1 

13. Concrete Mixers 1 1 1 1 1 

14. Compressor 1 1 1 

15. Water pumps 1 1 1 waterbowser pumps 

not included 

16. Pedestrian RollersiPlate Compactors 1 1 1 1 1 

17. eranes 1 

18. Light Duty Vehicles 2 3 2 1 1 1 4x4s or piekups 

19. Generator 1 1 1 

20. Welding Set 1 1 1 

21. Mechanical Broom 1 

22. Asphalt Plant 1 

23. Asphalt Paver 1 

24. Chip Spreader 1 

25. Stone Crusher 1 

26. Distributer Truck!frailer 1 



2. 

3. 

4. 

Annex I: Contractors C/assifications 

pverlay_~é1._!1_cL.~-~~_%3\S_~_'f_r.~_~.!,_I:n_en_t;-~c;;. 
Contract~,; ft:·om USIJ :! 'i U, I)!Jil (?qu i v:1lcnt to 
over USO 3 million equivalent-

This category is for paving and surfacing 
contractors '~>Jho have the equipment, staff, 
experience and financlal capacity to 
undertake paving works. The eguipm~nt and 
staffing sp~ci!ied in the Annexes is for 
paving works· only_ lf the contract also 
inc ludes eartiH·iOrl·:s and dra in.-v:;e •,;orks, 
then the contractot: >v ill :llso be required 
to be prequallfied G-1 or G-ll as well. 

Re hab i 1 i ta_~i.9_n_LP.~~-:Lo.9:Lç:_.Ha int_~ pa_nc_g 
Contracts en:-.~' t•·r tll<Hl u~;o 1 111 i 11 ion 
equivalent-

These contracts will likely be similar 
to the Core Rural Honds Rehabilitaticn 
contracts ::md th(:.> Per i•Jdi<..: !-1~: int(~nance 

contracts Hbich are currently in process. 
These contracts will likely consist of 
substant iul eartht·mrks and dra imHJe works. 
Contro:wtor.s w i ll be e>:pr:.·ct,~d to have all 
necessary equipucnt :1ncl s~~,,ff \ndicated 
in J\nnr~:~ I T <tnd sub~~t:;:mt ia I. ro:.td ....-orks 
expericmce to be prr:~qu.::t lified Class G-I. 

Spot Rehabili ta ti on I Per~..QA!_~~-~:i_ntenance 
Contracts between uso lUU,OOO equivalent 
and USO 1 million equiv.::tlent. 

These contracts will be similar te the 
Class G-1 contracts but will be on a 
smaller scale. Most contracters with 
incomplete sets of earthwork equipment 
and little roadwork exp0~ience will fall 
into this class. 

Bridge Construction/Rehabilitation 
Contracts greater than USO 250,000 
equivalent. 

Contractors classed B-1 are these who 
have substantial experience in build
ing works, bridge works and who h~ve 
sorne equipment {such as concrete mixers, 
tippers, small compactors, él backhoe, 
water pumps, etc.). 

CLASS P-1 

Class G-I 

Class G-II 

Class B-I 

• 



Annex I: Contractors Classitications 

s . Mi.n_q_J.:...J~.9.~-~-~-LrS'_\.>_!;J_!]_~ö· .. :~ .. i .~!2. fl •t:;_;J_~::_~L--E~:.!l..2K .... 9,J:Jl inqg.~ 
WQJ:lC.§_,_~~J!otJ.r_·:J?_a._~_~g_a._c_!;.J::!·i._t,i.~~;; _ _, __ }]~~Jj . .n_g_...!{Q.:[.}Ç§~!_c .j_ 
Contracts betw..:>;:•n USD :· r, :, !l!O •'qU i Vrt lGnt <1nd Class M-I 

·uso so,uuc equivalent. 
Contrac.ts less thnn USD ':10 I 000 equivalent. Class M-·rr 

This category is for snall contractors. 
The factor-s distinguisllin':j r-1-1 from H-Il 
ar'~ b\.IScd on prc~v iouf-~ lev•": ls ot eontracts 
undertaken, upon av~il~ble equipment and 
st;Jf..f, ;mri fin~·mc.ial ~··1i-'''':ity of t.he firm. 

For ei1ch of the ubove categorir.!:::, contractors vlill be !:egistered to 
underta~~e either multiple e~.- sinql0 contracts depending on assessed 
capac i ty. 1 n add i. t ion I •:on tractors can be "provisionally 
registered" if they substantii1lly meet the MOH Registration 
requiremcnts, but l~ck limited arnount of equipment or demonstrate 
an ability to purctluSl~ ;1ddition<1l n:!sources. 

, 



Annex II: List ofinterviewed persons 

Name Function Institute 

UrioH.G. Director Roads and Aerodromes Ministry ofWorks 
KombaDr. P. Head ofRural Roads Section Ministry ofWorks 
Mamo Head ofProgramming Section Ministry ofWorks 
Mamiro Head of Material Research National Construction Council 
Fuko Regionat Engineer Regionat Engineers Office DSM 

Project Engineer Regionat Engineer's Office DSM 
Technicians Regionat Engineer's Office DSM 

MorrisP. Integrated Roads Project Co-ordinator WorldBank 
Ijzermans J. Councillor Dutch Ambassy 
TouberF. Managing Director ADUCO International B.V. 
NonnemanP. Project Manager ADUCO International B.V. 

Managing_ Director UNI CO 
Asphalt Plant Manager UNI CO 





Annex JIJ: Pictures o(some construction technologies 

Picture c Drag used for shaping road surface 

Picture d Animalor low capita/ drawn ripper 
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Annex JIJ: Pictures o(some construction technologies 

Picture e Paver machine with electTonic wire Ieveiier (12 metres width) 

Picture f Vibrating roller and tyre roller 



Annex IV: Trunk Road Networks, Regions and Urban Areas 
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Annex IV: National Parks, Game Reserves 
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